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VarlaUonal OaleulaUonl 01 Rotatlon- VlbraUon
Energlel lor Triatomle Moleeulel
PER JENSEN
Ph"iW,e/a-Chemi,chu
1nttittd, JUltUl-Lidi,-Uni.cr,itát
Heinrich-Bug-Riftl 58, D-6900 Giuteft, FRG

Giu,cra,

This comm11DÍcationis concemed with the calculation or rotation-vibration
ergies ror triatomic molecules using a .oriatioraøl (i.e., penurbation-theo
free) approach. The calculations are earried out with the program MORB
(1) (Morse Oscillator Rigid Bender Intemal Dynamics) which determines î
eigenvalues or the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian by diagonalizing its mat
representation in a basis obtained by combining numerical bending functio
with Morse oscillator functions ror describi.ngthe stretches and usua1rigid ro'
functions accounting ror the molecular rotation.
Oa1culations carried out ror H20, OH2, NHt, HOO+, 08, ONO+, and 00
on the basis or 06 initio potential surCacesWilI be presented and compar<
with results obtained with the perturbative raorari,;d 6eraderapproach (2).
is round that often the perturbation theory expansions used in the nonri
bender theory converge poorly. This indicates that the ana1ogous penurb

.

tion theory expan5ÌonsU8cdin "standard" rotation-vibration .theory to descri
anharmonicity and rotation-vibration interaction exhibit similar poor co,
gence.
PreseJrtly work is in progress to ca1culate ab50rption line nrengths using
molecular rotation-'\ibration wavefunctions obtained through the MORBID c
culation toget.herwith an 06 initio dipole moment function. Preliminary resul'
may be presented at the meet.ing.

(1)P. Jensen, J. Mol. Spedro,e. 122, 000 (1988);P. Jensen, J. Chem.
Førødo, 7Nrat. t, 84, 000 (1988).
(2)P. Jensen, Comp. P~". Rep. 1, 1 (1983);P. Jensen and P.R. Bunker,
Mol. 6pedro,c. 118, 18 (1986).
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New Developments
Exper1mental
Complexeø

1n Subm1111meterwave

Stud1es

Uø1ng RAD-3

S.P.Belov,

Holecular

Spectrometer

V.M.Demkin,

R.F.Krupnov,

Institute of Rpplied
Sciences

Spectroscopy:

0' Hydrogen-Bonded

M.Yu. Tretyakov

Physics,

Rcademy of

of the USSR, Gorky, USSR

The RRD-3 is a microwave RRD spectrometer of thi
generation (1), which has been designed for studies
molecular spectra of high resolution in submillimet
region as routine work. It combines the main advantag
of RRD spectrometersof the first and second generatio
(2).-8RRD-3
-1 has a Doppler resolution, a high sensitivi
(10
cm)
-6
-7 and the accuracy of frequency measuremen
about 10 - 10 rel.un. for automatic record of spectra.
In the present work we report the automatized
sion of RRD-3 spectrometer and the expansion of i.
frequency range up to 1000 GHz. The examples of applic
tion of RRD-3 to investigations of the submillimetersp
ctra of H?0 molecule and H2O...HF molecular compl
3
( ) are glven. Perspectlves of further development
RRD-3 technique also are discussed.
.

(1) S.P.Belov, M.Yu.Tretyakov, COß1T1unicationL
Li b l ice

lh!

(1986>'

(2) R.F.Krupnov,
(3) S.P.Belov,

Vest. RN

N.F.Zobov,

USSR,

I.N.Kozin, O.L.Polyansky,
192, Gorkij, Institute

7,

p.18 (1978).

E.N.Karyakin,

R.F.Krupnov,

M.Yu.Tretyakov,

of Rpplied

Physics

Preprint
(1988).
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~frared Diode ~
end Microweve Spectroscopy of
TranSientMo1ecu1es
Eizi Hirote

Institute for M01ecu1er Science, Myodeiji, Okezaki 444,
Jepan
We heve recent1y investigeted
trensient~01ecu1es:

the f0110wing groups of

(1) si1y1enes SiXY by microweve

spectroscopy (M. Fujitake end M. Tenimoto), (2) a1ka1i
monoxides by microwave and infrared diode 1aser

~

by infrared
spectroscopy (C. Yamede), and (3) CCH and
diode 1eser kinetic spectroscopy (H. Kanamori, K.
Matsumure, and K. Kawaguchi).

(1) We have observed the

rotatione1 spectra of SiC12 in v2-1 and 2, and those in
vl-1 end v3-1 ere being investigeted.
A mixed ha1ide SiFCl
was a1so detected.
(2) We generated a1ka1i monoxides by
the reaction of a1ka1i meta1s with N20; a1ka1i meta1s were
placed in an absorption ce11 and were heated to appropriate
temperatures.

In the case of NaO, we hav~ observed the

rotationa1
spectra in v-O, 1, 2, and 3 for both 2ß1/2 and
2
ß3/2, which were found to be sp1it into A-doub1ing and
hyperfine structure components.
Vibretiona1 transitions in
x2n and vibronic transitions between the x2ß and A2r+
manifolds are being searched for by infrared 1aser
spectroscopy.

(3) A few vibronic bands of CCH and CCD were

recorded by infrared diode 1aser kinetic spectroscopy
combined with 193 nm phot01ysis of acety1ene and were
8nalyzed to yie1d precise mo1ecu1ar parameters.
method was recent1y applied to a few precursors

The same
inc1uding

811ene, and the antisymmetric stretching band of C3 was
observed. It was found difficu1t to fit the observed
spectrum to a p01ynomial

in J(J+1), indicating that the

mOlecule has a quasi-linear

or a slight1y bent structure.
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R1gh Reeolut1on F.T.Spectro8COPY 1n the Far Infrared
D1 LONARDO G.

LMIO

STUDYOF THE 16012032S
VIBRATIONAL STATES

MILLIMETER SPEOTRUMIN mGH

A.V.Burenin,
L.I.Gerstein,
S.I.Pripo1zin,
A.N.Va1'd
Institute
of App1ied Physics,
Academy of Sciences
tbe USSR, 46 U1janov Str.,
603600 Gorky, USSR
Tbe rotationa1
spectrum
01' the main isotopic
comb:
nation
of OOS bas been studied
in the range 60-75 G
in vibrations1
atates
with energies
2500-4100 cm-1.
microwave OSR spectrometer
(1) emp10yed in the axper
ment has tbe f0110wing parameters:
sensitivity
2-10c
cm-1(radiation
source power 1MW, quartz
absorption
1engtb 1m; time constant
1s); measurement
accuracy
~
weak spectra1
1ine frequencies
50 kHz;pressure
in t
absorption
ce11 20 mTorr. To increase
the popu1ation!
of strong1y
excited
statea
tbe ce11 waa put into a
mu1'f1e furnace
and heated up to T=50000. Oompared to
(2) on 16012032S microwave spectrum
in states
with
energies
up to 4100 cm-1, we observed
a 1arger set 0
these states.
For examp1e, un1ike (2) wbère 1 vibrat~
ona1 state
with energies
higher
than 3100 cm-1 Vlas s
died,
we observed
7 states
due to simp1icity
and un.
versa1ity
of our method. Tbe method in (2) is difficu1t for rea1ization
and its se1ectivity
in excitati
of the m01ecu1ar states
is uncontr011ed.
Tbe use of
submi11imeter
region and the temperatures
of the orde!
of 100000 wi11 raise
the upper energy boundary up to
.11000 cm-1 and promote tbe studies
of bigh1y excited
m01ecu1ar states.

1. L.I.Gerstei~,
S.I.Prip01zin,
V.L.Vaks, A.N.Va1'dov
X 00110quium on high-resolution
molecular spectro~
scopy, Dijon, 1987.

2. M.Bogey, A.Bauer, J.Mol.Spectrosc.,
(1980).

~,

170-178

-
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er1mental stud1es of Hydrogen-Bonded

PMl

'~leXeS

in Subm1l11meter

N.F.ZObov, E.N.Karya]dn.

A.F.Krupnov.

Institute o! Applied Physics. Academy
01:the USSR. Gorky, USSR
ß1gb-resolution

Molecular

Band by RAD Spec1;rometer'

molecular

V.N.Markov
of Soiences

spectroscopy

yields a great

body of aocurate information on the structure and force
!ields o! weakly bounded molecular complexes with hydrogen
bond. Nïc:owave studies of the spectra o! complexes were
per!ormed in supersonically expanded gas mixtures and in an
equilibrium gas mixture in cm and mm wave ranges. The report
deals with advanoe in high-resolution spectroscopy of molecular complexes
the

submillimeter

at thermodynamic
wave

range

equilibrium

by a RAD

oond1tions

spectrometer

[1]

1n
The

.

advantages of the new method d1scussed:
- The slgnal-to-noiserat10 obta1ned for the strongest complexes

11nes 1s of the order of 103 wh1ch is s1gnif1oally

er than the results o! anaJ.ogous m1l11meterwave

h1gh-

stud1es

(e.g. [2] ). That enab1es one to investigate h1gher exo1ted
rotat10nal and vibrat10nal stateø o! mo1ecular complexeø.
- The ecann1ng frequency

range exceed1ng

the total width of

cm and mm rangee yie1de abundant data on the oonø1derable
part of the rotational spectrum of comp1exee.
The trans1tionø up to J = 24 of ~O...HF
complex and J..33
of HF-d1mer were obeerved. The preesure 1n the RAD ce11 can
exoeed eign1!icant1y
thods 1;hat

preøsures

oomp1exeø. Perspectives
1. S.P.Belov,

of the method

A.V.Burenin,

A.F.Krupnov.
2. W.J.Lafferty,
~,

ueed in oommon microwave me-

permi 1;s to obtain higher concentration

are d1scussed.

L.I.Gerstein,

Opt1ka 1 Spektroøkop1ya
R.D.Suenram.

434 (1987).

of the

F.J.Lovae.

V.V.Korolikhin.
(USSR).J2.295(1973).
J.Mo1.Spectrosc.,
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Automated H1crowave RAD-3 Spectrometer 1n the
Frequency Reg10n up to 1000 GHz
BELOV S.p.. DEHKIN V.H.. KRUPNOV

PH3

A.F.. TRETYAKOV

H.Y

stud
S.P.Belov, V.M.Demkin, N.F.Zobov, E.N.Karyakin,I.N.K
A.F.Krupnov, O.L.Polya.nsky,M.Yu.Tretyakov
Institute of Applied Physics, Academy of Sciences of
USSR, Gorky, USSR
The rotat1ona1 spectrum of ~O
in the range 180 - 350GHz.
was used to measure

HF heterodimer

-

ground and eome lowest vibrat1ona1

states has been

An automat1c

11ne frequenc1es

RAD-3 spect

o:f'
R-branch

t

for J = 12-24 at pressure of HF - H20 m1xture 1n the
equal to 0.5-1.5 Torr and temperature
250 K. The b
Ka-2 of
3.5

time

lJß(O)
= 1 state
improvement

ches w1th Ka-4.5

= 2,3,4

(after

[2]

was reassigned

01' da.ta

1'1tting

of the ground

reassignment)

1'rom

wh1ch re
Ref .~].

vibrat1ona1

01' U~(O) -1

Ne'

state and

state

were

i

The fitt1ng of data in the ground and 15;(0)-1 states
1nto acoount the1r Ooriolis interaction yields 4 time
rovement of standa.rd deviation. Sets 01' constants wer
tained wh1ch reproduce the data of Re1'.[2] and of the
paper within experimental error. The frequencies of
tiona1 spectrum were measured in other excited v1brat
states. The measured

spectrum

is being further analy~

IX Int.Conf.on
1. S.P.Belov, M.Yu.Tretyakov,
Spectrosc., prague, 68(1986).
2. G.Cazzoli,
Z.Kis1el,

P.G.Favero,

D.G.Lister,

Chem.Phys.Lett..

111.

High Res',.

A.C.Legon,

543(1985).
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.stu d y of Subm1111meter

Speotrum

of HF...HF

D1mer

s.r.Belov,
V.M.Demk1n, N.P.Zobov,
E.N.Karyak1n,
A.F.KrUpnov, I.N.Koz1n,
O.L.Polyansky,M.Yu.Tretyakov
Inst1tute
of Applied Physics, Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, Gorky, USSR
The present
report
deals with investigation
oí high-resolut10n HF-d1mer gas-phase
spectrum by a RAD-3 spectrometer[1].
HF-dimer 1s one of the most interesting
subjeots
for researoh
in molecuiar spectrosoopy.
This 1s due, first,
to nontriv1al
symmetry features
rotational
leve1s

.

1eading to inverse
[2]
and, second,

sp1itting
to un1que

oí vibrationquasi-11near1ty

of HF-dimer (3]
We have measured the 1ine frequeno1es
of
this comp1ex 1n therange
180-380 GHz at HF pressure
1n the
cell equal to 0.5
1.5 Torr and temperature
210K. The rat10
8/H at the strongest
1ines was a.bout 103. We have also 1dentif1ed al1 the rotat1on-1nvers1on
trans1tions
in the ear1y

-

studied [4] states w1th Ka.a 0,1,2. The obta.ined rat10 S/N
implies that the measured
speotrum has the 11nes of HF-dimer
spectrum 1n rotational
states
with Ka ~ 3 in the ground vibrat10nal
state
and the 11nes of rota.tion-inversion
transit10ns in 10west exo1ted v1brational
states.
The analys1s
of
the observed da.ta. 1s d1scussed.
1. S.P.Belov,
8pectrosc.,

M.Yu.TretYakov,
n Int.Conf.on
Pra.gue, 68 (1986).

2. T.R.Dyke, B.J .Howard, W.Klemperer,

H1gh Res.IR

J.Chem.Phys.,

.22, 2442

(1972).

3. A.S.P1ne, W.J.La.fferty,

B.J.Howard,

J.Chem.Phys.,

~

(1984).
4. W.J.Lafferty, R.D.Suenram, F.J.Lova.s, J.Mo1.Spectrosc.
434 (1987).
5. O.L.Po1yansky, J.Ho1.Speotrosc., j1g , 79 (1985).

,2936

~,
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HW 5PECTRUH OF WRTER MOLECULE 8ETWEEN 840 RND 925
5.P.8elov,I.N.Kozin,0.L.Polyansky,H.Yu.Tretyako~
Institute

of Rpplied Physics, Rcademy of

5ciences

of the U55R, Gorky, U55R

The inve~èigation18of rotational spectrum of
molecule (H20 and H20 ) in the ground and excited
vibrational states in the region between 840 and
GHz by the automatized RRD-3 spectrometer (1) was
ried out. Rll line frequencies were mea2ured w
-t:ì -1
absorption coefficients are greater than 10
cm.
"
16
llne frequencles of the16ground state of H20 up to J
Ka=9, fQur lines of H 0

1ö

in (010) state and three

2

U

of H 0 were measured. Earlier only one line frequen~
2
-2
-1
water with the absorption
coefficient
2*10
cm
measured

in this region (2).

The analysis

of these data together with all knowl

and IR line frequencies

was carried out in the

model

one-dimensional approximation (3) of effect\6e rotati
Hamiltonian with 32 p~éameters for both H 0
states
24 parameters for H2 0
Rs a result of t~e fitting
.

sets of rotational

constants

were obtained~hich

ce the line frequencies

within

racy. The prediction

these

energy

by

the

repr

experimental

constants

of

levels of water with J from 18 to 20 (Ka up tOI

results-1 in the standard deviation of prediction
0.8 cm
. It is thousands of times better than
diction

a

rotati
equal
the

in the standard models.

1. 5.8elov,

H.Tretyakov,

2. P.Helminger
3. O.L.Polyansky

Communication

et al., Rppl.Phys.Lett.
J. Hol. 5pectrosc.

L Th1,Liblice,
v.42, p.309 (1
v.112, p.79

(1

r
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Electron1c Spectra of the PH3 Molecules
CIVIS

S.

TBE
v
AJID
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PM7

v

Irm:IlACTING

BAJlDS

A.'Perrin, O. Lado-Bordowsky,

or

BHO

~-

A. Va1ent1n

Laboratoire de Physique Ko1écu1aire , Atmosphérique
Université

Pierre

et Karie

- 4,

Tour 13

Curie et C.N.R.S.

P1ace Jussieu

75252 PARIS CEDEX 05

betveen

The nitric
1239 and

acid absorption
spectrua has been recorded
1380 c.-1 at a temperature of 278 K and a

pressure of 0.7 Torr vitb
spectro8eter
(reso1ution
transitions

of the

band (band center

- France

v

a biVh reso1ution

3x

3 band

Fourier

. Kore

10-~C8-1)

transfor.
tban 3000

.

(band center

1325 ca-1)

and v

1302 cm-1) were assivned

; the 1ines

of the

v~ band are most1y A-type
type 1ines are present
experiaenta1
rotationa1

transitions,

whereas both A- and B-

for
the v. band. Usinv these data,
1eve1s vere deterained
up to very

hiVb quantu8 nuabers (J(50, K.'30) botb for the v3=1 and v.=1
vibrationa1
states of BH03. A 1arve aajority
of these 1eve1s
(about 90') vhich are affected
both by Fermi type (ðl..
even) and Cor101is
type (01.=
odd) interactions
bave been
satisfactori1y
reproduced
usinv
a Bami1tonian vhich takes
exp1icit1y
into
account
these
resonances,
and
the
correspondinv
vibrationa1
enervies
and rotationa1
coup1inv constants
vi11 be viven.
It is be1ieved tbat
1eve1s
this

vbicb cannot
mode1 are

observed

be10nvinv

be correct1y

probab1y

reproduced

resonatinv

with

and
tbe

with the aid of
1eve1s

not yet

to a nearby BH03 vibrationa1state.
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Mult11somer1sm 1n Free Molecules
ABDURAKHMANOV A.

PM9

Non-Clsss1csl Treatment of MW 5pectrum Interpretat10n
of the Lscton1tr11e Molecule
ABDURAKHMANOV A.

AUTODYNE

PMIO

B.S.Dumesh.

V.P.Kostromin.

A scale-model
wavelength

OROTRON-BASED

RADIOSPECTROMETER

F.S.Rusin.

of an autodyne

L.A.Surin

radiospectrometer

for the

range 2-4 mm based on a tunable UHF generator-oro-

tron has been developed

and put into operation.

cell occup1es a part of the orotron Fabri-Perot
Th1s part is free from the electron

The absorbing
type cavity.

beam. The cav1ty Q-tactor

18 104. the occupation coefficient i8 80%. An electron detector on the orotron electron beam 18 used to detect the a~
8orpt1on signal and to lock the frequency
of the klystron
frequency

or backward-wave

of the 8pectrometer

the cav1ty spherical

mirror

wLth the harmon1cs

08cillator:

i8 8canned

The operat1onal

by a displacement

by means of a piezoceramic

01

with

s1multaneous tuning of the anode voltage. The following scanning range 1s 102_103
MHz depending on the type of piezocerem1cs. The absorpt1on
quency

modulation

1s modulated

or by

case Stark electrodes

the

Stark

e1ther by the orotron fremodulation.

In

the

latter

are used 1n the cav1ty. The l1ne widt~

of the orotron generation

18 5-10

kHz. therefore.

the spect~:

rometer resolut1on is l1mited by the Doppler broadening of
abaorpt1on 11nes. Tha sens1t1vity

of the rad1ospectrometer

acale model evaluåted by the magnitude
nal 1n OCs 1a

ce 1vel

1 Hz.

.

of the absorpt1on

<.10-9 cm-1 at the output band of the
, m;" "'-

8i

1
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PHll

I':icrowave Spectrum !or
Isobutanole
Mo1ecu1e
A.A.Abdurakhmanov,

. Three

H.1.1smai1zade,

Con!ormers

o! the

Sh.A.Raghimov

1nstitute
o! Physics,
Azerbaijan
SSR Academy o! Sciences, 33 Prospekt
Narimanova,
Ba.ku 370143, USSR
Eicrowave gas spectroscopic
studies
o! rotationa1
isomerism in free mo1ecu1es \dth severa1 degrees
o! interna1
rotation
!reedom make it possib1e
to success!ul1y solve à variety
of prob1ems o! reo1ecular structure.
Neverthe1ess,
theoretical
con!ormational
ca1culations
often fai1 to be con!irmed
experimental1y.
Thus, tentative ca1culations
o! the interna1
rotation
potentia1
function
!or isobutano1e,
(CH3)2CHC~OB, indicated
the
possibi1ity
of three
isomer !orms such as OH-~ranstrans
(tf' .00; ~..00)(1);
OH-trans-gauche
('f..1200;
't'..00)
(11); and OH-gauche-gauche
(1.f.1200;
~ =1200)(111).
At
the s8I!le time, an ana1ysis
o! i ts tr.cl spectrum
recorded
on the doub1e-resonance
Stark spectrometer
within 16.6~
27.3 GHz revea1ed
theoretica1
prcdictions
to be con!irm
ed sole1y for 11 and 111 con!ormers.
A10ng with them,
an intensive
spectrum
was observed
which was assigned
to OB-trans-gauche
isomer (~..1200;
~ =300) whose stabi
1ization
might be due to the occarence
o! C-H...o-type
our ear1ier
assumption
to
intr~01ecu1ar
interaction
exp1ain the existence
of Oil(OD)-gauche-trans
(I.f =00;

-

~= 300) isomers
mo1ecu1es.

in CH2CH~~CH~~OHand C~CH~~CH:~OD

Ca1cu1ated
va1ues o! dipo1e components and possib1e
structura1
parameters
revea1 an ana10gy between the cor
responding
isomer !orms of isobutano1
and n-propano1.
8ma11 discrepancies
between conformational
predictions
and experimenta1
results
are exp1ained
by incomp1ete
consideration
o! a11 types of intramo1ecu1ar
interactions appearing
in these mo1ecu1es.

,.
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PM12 Inversion and Inversion-Torsion DoubliDK Ef!ects for
Rotational Transitions in CH~2CH20H.
(CH3)2CHCH20H

A.A.Abdurakbmanov,
Institute

H.I.Ismailzade

o~ Physics,

33 Prospekt

~

CH~~20D.

11icrowave Spectra

Azerbaijan

Narimanova,

Baku 370143

~N gas spectroàcopy

of Sciences

USSR

is the most informstive

cise method of investigation
various-symmetry

SSR Academy

of internal

atomic fragments

veral degrees of internal

in molecules

rotation

freedom,

sitions having a doublet
50 (111), and 200+220

structure

study, -

and (CH3)2CHCH20H
on tbe double-resoin tbe centimeter

wsve range and over .s wide temperature

lysis made it possible to detect J

in

with se-

in particul-

ar, in tbose being tbe object o! tbe present
CH3CH2CH20H (1), CH3CH2CH20D (11),
(111). Their spectra were recorded
nance Stark-modulated spectrometer

and pre

movements

range.

Data ana-

6f9 Q-brancb tranwitb 20+,0 (11), 4~
~

~mz (1) splittings

for eacb molec-

ule as well as a number of R-brancb transitions. for
"+" and "-" inversion state rotational constant values
were determined
to

=

J

18

were

from which transition
calculated

and

!ound tbat eacb rotational

nent, beginning with J

..

transition

.

1a+1b-1c

obtained
(t{>

..00,

parameter

are assigned
~ _300)

it

was

o! up

alsm

inversion

compo-

12, had a doublet structure

with 1 to a MHZ splittings.
~1

freq~encies

measuredj

and

From rotational
dipole

to OH(OD)

\~hose occurence

constants,

components

gauche+-trans
has

not

been

by conformational cslculations. 1nversion
rotational energy levels are estimated.

the

sets

conformers
anticipsted

splittings

for

r
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Microwave spectrum of Cyclopropylgermane
K. Epple and 8.D. Rudo1ph
Abtei1un9 Physika1ische Chemie. Universität

U1m. FRG

The ~icrowave spectra of the ground states of 23 isotopic species
of cyclopropy1germane
the

substitution

were observed. The isotopic species involve

of

the heavy atoms (C

and

observed in natural abundance. and of the
gerrny1-group. From

Ge).

Wh1Ch

hydrogens of

the rotationa1 constants of

these

species we were able to determine the positions of
atoms and of the
calculations.
ger~yl-group
C-bonds

similar

hydrogens bonded to

adjacent

the

A)

to the

is significantly

germyl-group

results

of

the heavy
rs-

opposite to

the

A).

cyclopropylsi1ane

isotopic

r
o

shorter

(1.521(4)

the

and

by

We found that the C-C-bond-length
Ir=1.503(4)

to

Ge

were

than
This

and

exp1ained by an interactionof the d-orbitals of

the
is

might

Ge

with

Cvery

be

the

Walsh orbitals of the cyclopropyl-ring.
The

dipole

0.732(7)

monent

Debye;

synnetry

and

The ~ork

will

was

its

also

delermined

components

\Jc=0.261(5)

D.

be continued.

are

from

the

Stark

\J =0.684(6)

a

effect
D.

to

by
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81gh Resolut1on Spectroscopy

Uslng a Stabl1lzed

Dlode

Laser: tbe 2yq BaDd of HN03

Thomas

G1esen, M. Harter, R. Schleder,
and K.M.T. Yamada

1. Phys1ka11sches

1nst1tut,

G. W1nnew1sser

Un1vers1tät

zu Köln

5000 Köln 41, West Germany

The frequency stabl11zation technlque developed
recently 1n our laboratory speclf1cally for d10de laser
spectroscopyhas been app11ed successfully to molecular
spectroscopy w1th a newly constructed dlg1tal data
acqu1s1tlon system.
St1mulated by the lncreasing
1nterest 1n the chem1stry of the atmosphere, we have
measured the d10de laser spectra of n1tr1c acid, HN03,
whlch plays an 1mportant
role 1n atmospher1c
photochem1cal processes. The atmospherlc (1nclud1ng
stratospher1c and tropospher1c) spectra of th1s
molecule have often been observed 1n em1ss1on and
absorpt1on 1n the 11 pm reglon, where a Ferm1 d1ad of
the V5 and 2Y9 bands appears.
1n the

present

work

we

have

measured

several

trans1t1ons
of the 219 band with our d10de laser
spectrometer, cover1ng the range from 900 to 911 cm-1,
the reg10n of the R-branch trans1tlons.
Because of the
perturbat10n due to the Fermi resonance, assignment of
11nes has not yet been completed. Results of a 11m1ted
analys1s
of th1s
band
and
a novel
stabi11zatlon techn1que w111 be presented.

frequency

j
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PM15

Relationship between Inversion Freauencies of
IsotopicallySubstituted Molecules: Ammonia
S.N. Murzin
Institute of Spectroscopy,
Moscow region,

142092

Academy

of Sc1ences,

Tro1tzk, USSR

A new isotopic relationship

between

inversion

frequencies of 1sotopically substituted molecules
was used for the f1rst t1me for exper1mental determinstion

of the frequenc1es

of deuterated

ammonia

of invers10n

transitions

1sotopes. A theoretical

vation of the used isotopic relationship

deri-

is presen-

ted. The isotopic relationship is used to pred1ct
inversion transitions with different values of
rotational

quantum numbers

of an isotopic

15NT3 for which experimental
lacking.

sample

data are presently
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PH16

FIR

Laser

Sideband

Applications

Spectroscopy

to Ions

Optically

Pumped

Laser.

and Radicals

1)

P. Verhoeve

with

,D.B. McLay

2)

,E.

Zwart

1)..
,M.

1)

Verslu1s

,J.J.

ter

Heulenl), ~. Leo Heertsl) and A. Dymanusl)

1) Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen,
Toernooiveld,
2)

6525

Department

of

Ontario,

We

extended

by

using

pumped
of

the
a

50-114

CO2

The

Queen's

By

GHz,

70%.

frequency
laser

Netherlands

University,

the

When
be

the

third

harmonic

OD).

The

performance
state

and

the

Rotation

to
of

ion

up

inversion

of

transition

for

been

observed

the vibrational

ground

be

the

GHz

5eptember

~~!~!~S_~!!!!2~

.

covered

of

the

for

for

microwave,

sidebands

wiU

spectroscopy
by

radical

up

(e.,

measuring
to

2500

tþe
GHz

of

HJO+

(isoelectronic

with

NHJ)

-1
and

state

50 cm
inversion

yielding
splitting

constants.

Tuesdav,

discbar.

radiation

is

cases

tested

OD

spectr~
HCN

microwave

used

was

the

GHz.

transitions

at JO cm

with

favourable

can

of

sideband
to

frequency

In

spectrometer

2000

laser

addition

500-2700

harmonic
90%.

microwaves

the

FIR

in

-1
have

Kingston,

radiation

region
second

to

our

laser

laser

about

the
of

rotational
N2H+

the

the

increased

of

FIR

frequency

using

can

ground

region

pumped

mixing

this

of

Nijmegen,

Canada

laser.

about

ED

Physics,

6

(Che1rmen - 1. OZIER)

accurate

values

and rotational
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LTl

Theoret1cal Analys1s of Qua11tat1ve
Rov1brat1onal

B.1.

Energy

Features of the

Spectra

Zh1l1nsk11

Chem1stry Department,
Moscow 119899 USSR

Moscow State Un1vers1ty,

The general theoret1cal approach to the study of the
qua11tat1vè changes
1s01ated

of the energy level structure of the

molecules 1s proposed.

the replac1ng

The method

the quantum operator

by

1s based on

the

appropr1ate

symbol def1ned on the class1cal 11m1t man1fold and on the
qua11tat1ve study of the

correspond1ng

system from the p01nt of v1ew
(or the catastrophe

of the

class1cal dynam1c
b1furcat10n theory

theoryl. Spec1al attent10n 1s pa1d to

the study of the symmetry effects.
cat10ns are stud1ed

The equ1var1ant b1fur-

for rotat10nal problems for 1s01ated

and several resonance vibrat10nal

states,

for the study

of v1brat10nal polyads formed by quasydegenerate modes.
The ex1stence of the spec1al k1nd of the qua11tat1ve
changes of the energy level system 1s shown.
of the energy level red1str1but10n
branches

1n the energy spectra.

quantum one

but 1t may be

to the format10n

Th1s effect 1s a purely

1nterpreted

of the con1cal

It cons1sts

between the d1fferent
as correspond1ng

1ntersect10n

p01nts of

the energy surfaces.
The qua11tat1ve methods
to eas11y
ans used

of the analys1s

v1sua11se the comp11cated
for the f1tt1ng

enable one

effect1ve Ham11ton1-

of the spectroscop1c exper1men-

tal data and to class1fy the poss1ble qua11tat1ve changes
of the energy
levels
rals of mot10n.

under the var1at10n

of some 1nteg-
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LT2

The Irreducible
Tensorial
Structure
end Intramolecular

Sets

end Determination
Force Fields

of

o .N. U1enikov
Institute
of Atmospheric
USSR Academy of Sciences,

Optics,
S1berian
Tomsk, 634055,

Branch
US S R

The irreduc1ble
tensorial
sets theory
is used to develop the methods and calculation
schemes for determining the structural
parameters
and the parameters
of
intramolecular
potent1al
f\mction
o:f high-symmetry
mo1ecules.
Ylhen constructing
the scheme of analysis
and
performing
the numer1cal
calculations
the presence
of
resonance
interactions
and strong
(in the presence
of
resonances)
amb1gui ty 1n spectroscopic
constants
have
been taken into account.
This ambiguity
has been e1im1na ted through the use of re1a tions from rl ef. (1) whica
are val1d for any po1yatomic
molecule.
Using the irreducib1e
tensorial
sets theory tbe general
formulas
are obtained
that a110w one to reformulate
the resul ts of the operator
perturbation
theory
and to obta1n the spectroscopic
(rotational,
anharmonic,
centrifugal,
resonance,
splitting)
parameters
of
tbe molecules
in the form of functions
of irreduc1b1e
matr:1x e1ements of v1brationa1
(both nondegenerate
and
doub1y- or triplydegenerate)
operators.
The 1ast fact
makes i t possib1e
to obtain
the algor1 thm for determining the spectroscop1c
constants
wh1ch can be eas11y
applied
for determining
the ana1ytical
:formulas using
a computer.
Such an algorithm
for considering
the thirdand fourthorder contr1but1ons
of the operator
perturbation
theory is realized
on the B~SM-6 computer.
The
methane mo1ecu1e is cons1dered
as an illustration.

1. 0.N.Ulen1kov,

J.~l.Spectrosc.

lli,

144-152 (1986).
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LT3

Recent Advances 1n Ab In1t1o Calcu1at1on of
Molecu1ar Potent1a1a
KRAEMERW. P.

LT4

1.

V1brat1on~l Dynam1c of Hydrogen Bonda

~"'O- H- O'Hr5ystem

v. äP1rko1 and W. P.
lThe

Kraemer2

J. Heyrovsk~ Inst1tute of Phya1cal Chem1atry and

Electrochem1atry, Do1ejikova 3, 182 23 Prague
2
The Max-Planck-Inat1tute
of Astrophys1cs, D-8046 Garch1ng
Garch1ng
A v1brat1onal-1nterna1

rotat1on-rotat1on

Ham11ton1an

for H302 has been developed 1n wh1ch the large-ampl1tude
ant1symmetr1c stretch1ng and 1nterna1 rotat1on mot1ona
are removed from the v1brat1onal
molecular

reference

the ant1aymmetr1c
coord1natea.
Conf1gurat1on

conf1gurat1on

problem by al1ow1ng

the

to be the funct10n of

atretch1ng

and 1nternal

rotat1on

1nteract1on

calculat10ns

have been per-

formed to 1nveat1gate

the molecular

structure

tent1al energy funct10n of the atud1ed

and po-

1on. Dn the bas1s

of th1s 1nformat1on, v1brat1ona1 energy levels have been
calculated w1th1n the framework of the ad1abat1c approx1mat1on.

1 n t e r m 1 s s 1 0
-----------------------

n

(Cha1rman

-

H. JONE5)

LT5
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Vlbrallonal EX1raoolatlon Scheme
Calculallon of energy
and transltlons strenaths In tetrahedral molecules
.J. P. Chamolon,
Laboratolre

,G. Plerre. .M. LoAte. J. C. HIIICO. CI. Plerre and

de Spectronamie

Unlverslté

leveh"

de Bourgogne.
Conventlonal

atomlc molecules

Moléculalre
6 Bd Gabrlel

effectlve

01 Interacting

paramaters

Involved

assoclated

vlbratlonal
are

states

essentlally

~

Laser.

21100 DIJON. FRANCE

vlbratlon-rotatlon

are speclltcally

or a set

et Ins!rlJmentatlon

Hamlltonlan

lor pOly-

wlth a glven vlbratlonal state
(polyads).

.band

Consequently.

oarameters.

or

the

.~

oarameters..
Generally. relatlonshlps
between parameters
Irom dlfferent
vlbratlonal states (Ior Instance between lundamental and overtone parameters)
data.

are not elCpllcltely Included
Conversely.

an elfectlve
vlbratlonal
same

In the models

In the vlbratlonal

eKtrapolatlon

Hamlllonlan for the molecule
states

meanlng

or set 01 states.
In any vlbratlonal

strengths

property

allows

one deflnes

The correspondlng

parameters

for each
keep Ine

states.

pr.dtctlons

01 dlfferent bands

scheme.

Itself and not separately

The same property Is true for translllon
01 thls

used to 111elCperlmental

and

moment parameters

conslstent

(1undamentals

analyses

and assoclated

US8

01 IInes

hot bands 10r

elCample. .). The amblgultles creeplng Into any Hamlltonlan and trans'tlon
moments are easler to handle by uslng an eX1rapolatíon scheme.
'The most slgnlflcatlve
spectra

01 tetrahedral

results

molecules

Ground state
Ground state

_

Groundstate_
Dyadstrengths

-

achleved

are presented

In recent

analyses

:

dyad 01 methane
dyad

pentad

dyad_

trlad

pentad-dyad

of uCD..

tetradofsllane

strengths

01 methane

01
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ON

GENERALIZED DARLING

- DENNISON

ROVIBRATIONAL

HAMILTONIAU

J .Konarski
Pacu1ty of Chemistry,A.Mickiewicz
grunwaldzka

6, 60-780 POZnaD,

Univers1ty

Poland.

It has been shown that choos1ng
con!iguration

by the condition

'overall force acting

=

0 where fi denotes

on the i-th atpm of a molecule

considered,general1zed
Rov1brational

!i

the reference

form of the Darling-Denn1son

Hamiltonian

has been obtained.

The fol-

lowing equation gives the final forrn of the Hamiltonian

^
Ho
"

ie 1nternal

Hami1 tOn!an,

R

is operator

of

molecu1e

the overall rotat1on

o! a

and 1t 1e equal to

1
Rb= Pb

-

~ kb + Kb

This Ham11tonian
of rovibrational

.

has been applied

energy

to calculation

o! diatomic molecule.

.,

j
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An Attempt

to Determine

the Potential

-

Precisely

Function

the Lover

Part

of

of CF4

Svend Brodersen
Department of Chemistry, Aarhus University, Langelandsgade 140,
DK-8000

Aarhus

C,

In a recent
computing
energies
use

Denmark

publication1

a limited
directly

from

of a contact

methane-shaped
0.02

The

of

the

molecules,

cm

anharmonic

iterative

directly

from

the

vibrational

energies

and

their

potential
and

constants

for all

ground
3v2

state,

states).

from

the

the
The

v4,

the v2+v4,

in the litterature.

The

in the calculations

and

The
obtain

present

re)

results

an over-all

for

the

are

causes

standard

of all

vith

1350

and

to

the

v1' and

only

minor

deviation

of

v2+v4,

the

2v4,

and

vavenumbers

the v3 bands

is neatly

given

demonstrated
problems.

it is possible

the fit

the

J values

(including

book-keeping

that

on a

to al1

of selected

cm-1

transition

of clusters

to indicate

is based

the rotation-

respect

the 2v2,

assigned

v2+v4-v2,

formation

seem

the

accurate

function

a number

belov

states,

data

vithout
on some

energies

potential

derivatives

states

fundamental
observed

yielding

tested

to 60.

trial

(including

the vibrational

for

function

vas

of the potential

calculation

presented

rotation-vibrational

method

apparently
or J up

refinement

been

potential

The

f

for CF4

has

the lovest

transformation.

-1
about

a method

number

belov

to

0.1

cm-1

for

J ( 36, even if only re, the 5 harmonic
and 13 cubic potential
constants
are varied. It seems much more difficult
to find reliable
values

for

the constants.

decomposition
equations

is probably

It is intended
constants,

In

of the matrix

and

this
of

of great

to try

to extend

to include

1.

S.Brodersen

molecules

and

the

transitions
CF4

J.-E.Lolck,

a singular
system

value
of linear

value.

13
the isotopic

respect

the determining

potential
for higher

by quartic
J values

and

for

14
and

CF4

in the experimental

J.Hol.Spectrosc.

126,

405-426

data.

(1987).
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THiDRY OP LINE IBTEESITIES OP INVlRSIOB-ROTA1'IOB
nU.NSI1'IOBS . IB D3h

.H>LECULES

V.I.Sterikov
Inet1tute
Sc1encee.

and O.N.Sulaksh1na

01: Atmoepher1c
Tomsk. USSR

Por tbe nonr1g1d D
intenài t1eø 01: inverøiódh-

Opt1cs

5B USSR Ace.demy 01:

mo1eculeø
rotational

the theory 01: 1ine
trans1tlons
haø

been deve10ped.
The treatment
takeø into account
the
invereion
ep11tting
01: the rotational
leve1e.
Expl1c1t
expreøelone
ha'Ye been obtained
1:or ef'f'ective
eleotr1c
dipole

moment

ae tarb1dden
trolll Int)

Afternoon

.i

operator

01: the

al1o.ed

( Af(

UJ(
+3) inversion-rotatlonal
to any
st)
inv8relon statee.

Sesa10n

(Cha1rman

-

.

0 ) aø .811

trans1tlon

W. L. MEERTS)

LT9 ConverQence and Corre1at1on
Prob1ems 1n Proce8s1ng
of Exper1menta1
Data on Degenerate
and Interact1ng
St8tes 01 P01yatom1c M01ecu1es
TYUTEREV V.

-
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LTlO COIIP.ARISOROP mE DIREC!r DIAGONALIZA!rIOB ~QUE

-

.

WUB pm~UBBAfIOB

"mEORY FOR VIBRA!rl0B.ALPROBLEIIS

A.Ya. !rsa\me

Department ot Phys1cø, Inst1 tute ot Cbemicsl ilechnOlogy,!I
Dnepropetrovsk,
320005, USSR
V.F. Golovko
lnst1tute
ot Atmospheric Opt1cs SB DSSRAcsdemy ot
Sciences, ~mak, 634055, USSB
'the direct diagonaliaat1on
technique is compared
"i th t!1e perturba tion tbeory approach t~r tbe determ1natlon ot 1be energy levelø :1J1tbe v1brst1ona1 problem.
The cho1oe ot tbe relevant
f1n1te bssis 1s accounted
for taking :1J1toconsiderst1on
tbe order ot the n overtones in quest10n and tbe h1ghest power m ot tbe normal coord1nates 1n tbe expanslon ot the potential
function

ss well

as tbe

p

number

ot

the

v1bratlonal

deg-

reee of f'reedom. Hence, tbe f'ormula tor tbe d1menalonal1ty ot tbe harmon1o bss1a 1s descr1bed ss
p
( n + m + 1)
B

.

A modified perturbatlon
ce 18 suggested
1nstead of
Correc~lons
to tbe perturbed
f'ini te bases are compar ed.

.

theory
1n tbe f1nite
spa..
tbe d1rect
diagonelizat1on.
energieø
for 1nfin1 te and

--
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Ambiguities of Effective Hamiltonians and Operators of
Effective Dipole Moment for Molecu1es ofAxial Sy.mme~
O.N.Su1akshina

and V.I.Pereva1ov

Insti tute of Atmospher:l.cOptics SB USSR Academy of
Sciences,

Tomsk,

6}4055 , U S S R

The ambiguities
for degenerate

of effective Hamiltonians

and interacting

vibrational

both

states of

CI(V

mo1ecules are studied. It has been
found that there exist the infinite number of sets of
Ø2.d

8Ì1d

spectroscopic

parameters

equally reproducing

experimen-

tal energy levels. Equations re1ating the parameters
from different sets have been derived. Reduced forms
of the effective Hamiltonians

have been suggested.

has been shown that ambiguities
tonians

It

of the effective Hamil-

lead to ambigui ties of dipole moment operators.

Using group

theory methods

the effective Hamil-

tonian for CO2 mo1ecule has been constructed. This Ham11tonian 1s responsible for a11 rov1brationa1 states
of ground e1ectronic
resonance

state and takes into account all

1nteractions

due to approximate

equat10ns

for frequencies uJ4~ 2w2 and VJ!'<I:t
.3'
w.2 . It can be obtained by contact transformations and contains more
parameters

than that of A .Chedin and J .L.Teffo (1). It

has been found that both Hamiltonians

possess

some am-

b1guity. The transformat1ons from the constructcd Hami1tonian to that glven in Ref.(1) have been found.
The reduced
rameters

effect1ve Hamiltonian

conta1n1ng

less pa-

than that of Ref.(1) has been suggested.

Reference
1. A.Chedin and J.L.Teffo. J. Mo1. Spectrosc. jQZ,
333-}42 (1984).
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Determ1nation
Watson's

of the

first

centrifuQa1

and

second

distortion

order

constants

øenera1ized

of methano1

from

microwave'data

lajos Sztraka

Dept.

of

Physica1

Chemistry,

Technica1

University

of

Budapest, Egry J. utca 20-22, H-1521 Budapest, Hungary

The
for

first

methano1

ization

of

and
have

Watson's

second
been

order
derived

one.

22

centrifuga1

distortion

by

which

first

a

method

and

5D

second

is
order

terms
a

genera1determi-

nab1e coefficients have been obtained. The resu1ts have been
tested

by

fitting

the

microwave

data

of

E.Herbst et a1. ( J. Mo1. Spectroscopy

methano1

pub1ished

by

116, 120 (19B6))

I
i

j

j
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Compilation and Evaluation in the Pield of
Microwave and Biqh Resolution Infrared Spectroscopy

B.

J. Vogt, K.P.R. Nair,
Mez-Starck, and R. Mutter
Sektion für Spektren- und Strukturdokumentation der
Vniversität Vlm, Oberer Eselsberg, D-7900 Vlm/Donau,
West-Germany
For more than 25 years the Sektion für Spektren- und Strukturdokumentation has provided a documentation service which
covers the Jiterature of molecules
studied in the gasphase
by electron diffraction,
microwave spectroscopy,
and other
techniques. Parts
of the compilation have been published as
bibliographies for gas phase electron diffraction and microwave spectroscopy. Moreover the documentation group has contributed to various volumes of the critically evaluated Landolt Börnstein compilation (New Series, Group 11, Atomic and
Molecular Physicsl.
Huch of the information, which has been accumulated
during
this period, has been keyboarded in order to constitute
a
computerised database. This is done in cooperation
with the
Computer Center
of the University of Freiburg and with the
Fachinformationszentrum
Energie Physik Mathematik (FIZI in
Karlsruhe.
For this purpose an interactive search and retrieval system,
called HOGADOC, has been developed. MOGADOC (MOlecular GAsphase DOCumentationl enables the user to search the database
on the basis of bibliographic as well as chemical and physical search terms.
The documentation group in Ulm collects
and critically
evaluates publications from more than 800
different
journals,
moreover
a lot of unpublished papers
such as reports and theses. Well known experts have been
gained to characterise
the contributions by means of physical descriptors.

As soon as the microwave spectroscopical and the gasphase
electron diffraction literature until 1987 is implemented,
HOGADOC wil1

be offeredas specialinhouseversionfor IBM

compatible personal computers and for DEC compatible computer systems.
From January 1988 onwards it is p1anned to implement also
structural data such as internucleardistances, bond ang1es
and as far as possible atomic coordinates. The problem of
the back-log has not yet been solved definitely.

-
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H1Qh Resolut1on CAR5 and Infrared Spectrometer
w1th Flesh Lamp Pumped Dye Lasers
BDQUILLDN J-p.

POSTER SES5ION

PTl

nUDRE':rICAL S!rUDYOP IHVmSIOB~O!rATIONAL IN~ERAC!rIOli8
. IN 1m AND H O"t"
,3
,3
A.A.Pozdnyakov,
Inst1tute
Sc1ences,
Por

V.IaStarikov

of Atmospher1c
1'omsk, USSR

and Vl.G.~yuterev

Opt1cs

8IIIIIon1a type molecules

SB USSR Acsdemy of

an effect1ve

centrifu-

gal d1stort1onal
Ham1l ton1an
1f!.C.d.. hss been developed
both for 8DY 1so1sted
and for 1nteracting
stateso
~e
1nvers1on
spli tt1ng 1s taken 1nto socount.
Pormulss
for

.

.red..

the parameters
of the reduced Ham1l tonian
"Jf, c.d 1n terllll
ot the parameters
of the tI1reduced one are derived.
~he torce tie1d ca1culat1on
ot centr1tugal
di8tor-t: ~
~
t:
t
D . 0.).
t10nBl parameterø +
B
1 . å K . H, ... 18 preseD tedt

.

,

The analogoU8 strong dependenoe ot ~J
tor H,30+ from 1nversional
quantum number t:~ 1. di8CWl"'
sed.

for

llHJ and H,30

- -

r
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PT2

OB 1HE DESCRIPTlOB 01' HIGH-EtCI1'.iD ROYIBRA.TlOBALS!rA~ES
OP LIGHT .HON-RIGID IIJLECULES -OP'X2X TYPE
V.I.Ster1kov.
Inst1tute
Sciances,

SeA.TaBhkuD
01' Atmospheric
Tomsk, USSR

Bew nonpolynomia1
na1 Hamilt"on1an
bend1og-rotationa1
tion are appl1ed

and Vl.G.f;yuterev
Opt1cs

SB USSR Academy 01'

models ot the e1'1'ective rotatio-

4fG- ' whioh take intð aocoun~
strong
1oteraction
10 zero-order
approximato description
ot h1gh-exoi ted rotatio-

na1 energies
ot verioU8 ( 0, V2' 0) v1brBtional
ot light
moleculeø
H20 ai1d CH2. The caloulation
tional
energies
01' those moleoules
using tbe dltr
tor has been pertormed
up to lerge vs1ues ot Ka.

n umber

.

The simul taneo us 1'i t 01' ro ta t10nal

anergy

states
ot rotaoperaquantæ

1 evels

01' thé water molecule
(J, Ka'
10) 01' the V2 band
(0, V2' 0) V2 E 4
has.be8n
carried
out. :!he new 1'unotional
1'orm ot the dependence
ot oentr1tug81
distortion
perameters
on bending
quantum number V2
Hav10g 1'1tted the perameters
01' the
we have pred1cted
rotational
energ1es
ot
v1brat1onal
state
ot the water moleoule
yet available
1'rom experimenta1
data)up

has been used.
J{tr operBtor
the (0, 5. 0)
(whicJi ere not
to
J ( 2. Por

J . 1 (cm-1) we obta1oed tbe tol1owing energies
E100 · 23.7, E110 · 70.5, E111 - 77.6.
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ON EImAPOLATIOIil PROPiRTIæ
ROTATIOIilAL1LUfIL1OBI.AH

01' PADt-FORIIS 01' mE

V.1' .Go1o"fko, S.I .lIichailenko,
V1.0. Tyuterev
Inst1tute
of' Atmospher1c Opt1cs SB WSR Acade~
Sc1ences,
Tomsk, 634055, USSR
The syøtelD&t1c øtud1es ot the extrapo1ation

of'
proper_

ties of Padé-rorms
'Jl [11M; r/ø] ot tbe rotai1ona1
Hamilton1an
euggeeted
1D Ref. 1 øre carried
out. About 30
ser1es
ot test
ca1cu1ations
were performed,
iD wh1ch on1y the part ot moWD experimental
rotat1ona1
energ1eø
up
to J .. 10 has been 1Dcluded 1n tbe t1te wbereaø h1gber
energ1es
up to J .. 15 end J .. 20 were "pred1cted",
ueiDg the pør8llleterø
previouøl.1
obta1ned ror tbe (000)

an~ (010?t~tates

ot tbe H20 ~tor axample, øee Fig.1).
/l1E/(cnnpolynomial fcrms :
It 1s tound tbat tbe
~O
~

· - H(3/0;2/0)

1mprovement w1tb re-

0 _ H(5/0;4/0)

Padé-forms:
G
HO/1 ;2/1)
+
H(4/1;3/1)

--

~

1.

F.

o I
5
10
F1g.1. D1screpenc1es ot the
energ1es extrapolat1on
wltb
J .. j) (tl tt1Dg tor J ~ 10) .

spect to tbe stendørd
polynomia1
rotat10nal
H~ lt on1 en 1 ø even

--'

more prano\l1ced
iD the
quali ty ot the axtrapolat10n
tban the t1 t
[2-41. The discrepanc1es
.,08$ .1cut.
(
K
V -f)
ot pred1cted

a trenø1 tions tor J ..
.. 15 -14 are 1mproved
by 2 or 3 orderø ot
Ref'erence8
magn1tude.
1. Vl.G.Tyuterev,
A.V.Buren1D, V.I.Pereva1ov,
V.I.Star1kov. Izv. VUZov, FlB., 10.8, 32 (1985).
2. V.I' .Go1ovko, Vl.G. Tyuterev, A.V.BurenlD. In bookz
"M1crowave spectro8coP7 end 1tø app11cation",
Sovet po
spectroøkopl1,
Akad. lauk SSSR, l4o8A:Ow,1985.
3. V.F.Golovko, Vl.G.Tyuterev,
A.V.BureDlD. Opt.Spectro8c.,
v.64, 764 (1988).
4. S.N.1I1cha11enko, V.F.Golovko, V1.0.Tyuterev.
In book:
"141crowave 8pectroscopy end 1te 8Pp11cat1on", Sovet po
epecÌODOskopl1, Akad. 1iauk SSSR, 1I08ooW, 1987.
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Diode Laeer

Inetitute

Spectroecopy

59 _

ot the ~ 1 and
~4
Molecule

~ 3 Bande ot

V.M.KrivteUD,
D.A.Sadoveky,
E.P.Snegirev
ot Spectroecopy,
Academy ot Science,
Moecow Region,
142092, USSR

Troitek,

The SnH4 ie one ot the XY4 tetrahedral
moleculee
ot
Td symmetry group.
It hae two cloee dyadee of vibretional modee V1(A1)/~)(P2) at 1906 cm-1 approximately
and
V 2(E)/
V4 (P2) at '" 700 cm-1. Recent1y the
V4 IR
high-reeolution
abeorption
and pure rotational
epectra
have been obta1ned
and analyzed
by Ohsima and co-workers
/1/.
We inveetigated
the high-reeolution
IR epectrum 01

~I

~1/ V) -1SnH4 dyad.

the

and 1960 cm

Abeorption

spectrum between 1903

wae meaeured with Doppler limited reeolution by meane ot tunable diode laeer epectrometer.Thie
wevenumber region containe V-R tranei tions in Q- and R-

branchee

ot

IR-allowed

~J

V1

and IR-"torhidden"

The laet appeare in absorption due to the

second

bande.
order

..1 etates.
Coriolis interaction between V~ ..1 and"3
These two statesare tound to be etrongly mixed by the
interaction
because their spacing1s only 2 cm-1. Wavenumbers of more than 400 trans1 tions for 7 major isotow1th accuracyof about 1X10-)
pes of Sn were obtained

-1

cm

.

Simultaneously

with natural

ieotopical

mixture

measuremente we have recorded the epectrum of the

120SnH4
monoisotopical
sample. By computer analysis ot the infrared trans1tions with the Coriolis interaction bet~~en

(0010, P2) end (1000, A1) stetes,
spectroscopic constants have been determined tor the 120SnH4 molecule.
The
spectra

of

other

isotopic

speciee

er8

under

etudy.

Y.Mateumoto,
M.Takami end K.Kuchitsu,
J.Chem.Phys., v.87, 5141 (1987).

/1/ Y.Ohsima,
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Ab Initio Potential Energy Surface for Disiloxane

PT5

J. KOPUTt,R. AHLRlCøs*,S. ÐaODE*
t D,parlrnentof OAemi"r,.A. Mj,ä,fIJ;e=U,.;"r,;f,. POZIUUI.
PolGfttl
*DepørlmentoIOAemi"rr. U,.;,er.if, 01KørlnvAe,Karl.,.u]&e.
F. R. Gcrma,
The molecular strudure of disiJ "e, S"1B,OSiH"haa been ddermined by
q1l&Dtum-mechauicalab büt.io calcaJaûons at the SOF ud OPFI levels. Tht
energy of dimoxne waa calcaJated u a fancûon of coordinates or the thrtt
larse-amplRude moûons: the SiOSi bending ud imemal rouûons 01the SiB.
groups. The calcaJaûons were performed with u extended, polarized bUU
set. The SfomeUies were optimised at both the SOF and OPF lewls. TIII
opûmum geomeUies were ddermined for several wues of coordinates of ÛI
large-amplitude

mOQODB. asB1lmÌDg the 0",

aymmetry

of the ålYI group8, aJlow.

ing, however,for the ûlt of symmetry axu. The force fìeld ud frequencÎea0/
smaJl-ampJitude

vibraûoD5

were calculated

at the SOF leve1 as fanCÛODB Or (1)0

ordinates of the large-ampJitude mOÛODS.A. a result both the equi1ibrium
and etfective (including etfects of the smaD-amplitude vibraûoDB) poteutill
energy fanCQOD5
of the large-amplitude mOÛOD5
were determined. At the sor
level the SiOSi skeleton wu found to haw a linear equiJibrium geometry. ÁI
the OPF levelthe SiOSi ùeleton was found to be beut at, equilibriumj the
culated equi1ibriumSiOSi angle is 152" and the barrier to linearity of the SiOS
skeleton js 83 cm-I. both wues beÌDgin good agreement with experimeaul
data'

w

.

IR. Ahlrichs.P. ScIwf, and O.Ehrhardt, 1. Ohcm.PA,.. 8~, 890(1985).
'J. Koput &DdA. Wienbicki,1. Mol. Spcdro.,. ".116 (1983).
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A STRONG CORIOLIS RESONANCE IN THE SPECTRUM
OF HJ3CNO

M. 'Winn~",.isser, G. Wagner, B.P. WinnewÎsser

PhysiJæljsch-Chemisches Institut, Justus-Liebig-UniTersitåt Gießen, BmmchBuff-Ring 58, D-6300 Gießen
Th~ F1R high resolution ~p~ctrum of fu1minic acid, BCNO, consists of
th~ fundammtal

and wid~ly spread hot bands of the quasi1inear bending mode

115,including transitioDS &om Ih~ lIo=11ev~1. Due to the substitution

12C_J3C

th~ (VOV5)/=(02)0. and (10)1< levels, which are s~parated by over 4 cm-I in th~
parmt

speci~s, are only 0.25 cm-1 apart in HJ3CNO.
A Coriolis inlera('tion b~tw~

th~ parmt

these le,.~ls, ",.hich is rdatively

species, be('omes an important

onl~. locally in J but throughout

",.eak in

factor for aD involved subbands, not

th~ entire measurable range of J-values. Dur-

ing the analysis of the sp~ctrum ",.~ found several normaDy forbidden bands
wÎth ~(=O
(03)1.

to and &om the levels mentioned abo,'e, e.g. (10)1<

(10)1..

(10p-le,'d

Hence, it is possible to g~t complet~ information

at 536 cm-1 without direct measurement,

(Olp. and
about the

i.e. &om the FlR spec-

trum alon~.
The analysis is complicated by the fact that th~ unperturbed
le,.ds

of (02}0. and (10}1r have a shallow erossing betwem

l~ading to a nitch

rotational

J=10 and J=15,

in the assignment.

None of these special features is visible in the spectrum of the parent
sp~cies.

PT7

On Determ1nat1on

A.~.Cheglokov.
A.B.Mal1kova.
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01' the Potent1al
Methane Molecule

Funct10n

01' the

V.N.Cherepanov.
Yu.S.Makushk1n.
O.N.Ulenikov,
A.S.Zh11yakov

Inetitute
ot Atmospher1c
USSR Academy ot Sc1ences.

Opt1cs,
S1ber1an Branch
Tomsk, 6J4055, U 5 S R

The pree1ce
exper1mental
values ot spectroscop1c
parameters (rotet10nal,
centr11'ugal,
resonance)
1'or the
vibrat10nal
stetes
(0000);
(0100)-(0001);
(1000)-(0010)
-(0200)-(0002)-(0101)
of the CH4 molecule
es well ee
exper1mentel
parameters
01' the CD4, CHJD, CH2D2, CHDJ
1iX>1ecules were used as the in1 t1al da ta for determ1ning
the anharmon1c force constants.
In 801ving the problem
the amb1gui
ty in the spectroscop1c
parameters
has been
taken into account.
The presence

of doubly

or tr1ply

degenerate

vibra-

tions
in the CH4 molecu1e requ1red
the special
computer program to be developed
for der1ving
the formulas
needed.
The resu1 ts and formulas
01' the Isotope
Subetitut10n Theory (see,
e.g.,
Re1'.(1))
calculations.
The anharmon1c constants
that

were ~180 used
have been

in

obtained

in the solution
01' the problem reproduce
the known experimental
data not only 1'or rotat10nal
constante
but
aleo 1'or the constants
01' tetrahedral
spl1 ttings,
resonance parameters
and the parameters
01' d1f1'erent
ieotop10 spec1es.
1. A.D.Bykov.
Spectrosc.

Yu.S.hiakushkin,

~,

462-479

0.N.Ulen1kov.
(1981).

J.Mol.
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CENTRIFUGAL DEFORMATIONS OF H20 MOLECULE IN HIGHLY
EXCITED ROTATIONALSTATES
J.FYka,
Faculty

J.Makarewicz

of Chemistry,A.Micklewlcz

University,PL

60-780

Poznan,Poland
The dynamics of rovibrational /RV/ motions ln H20
molecu1e in highly excited rotational etates /J=20-30/
is studied.To

analyee

the features

rotational and vibrational density
gular momentum operators,effective
and centrifugal

potential

ties allow !or a detailed

of theee etates,the

-

an
matrices,local
rotational constants

are calcu1ated.

These

description

RV

tions.A very strong influence
on RV dynamics 1s evidenced.For

of

quanti-

interac-

of the centri!ugal

forces

high J the centifugal

deformations of H20 are so great that they induce a reversion of the rotational constants hlerarchy.A detai
led plcture

of RV lnteractlons

ln H20 1s presented.
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PT9

SELP-CONSISTEUT DlTERNAL AXES POR A ROTATING-VIBRATING
MOLECULE

W.~odyga,
Paculty

J.Makarewicz

o! Ohemistry,A.Mickiewicz

Un1versity,PL

60-780

Poznan,Poland
A new method !or dete~in1ng
the molecule !ixed axes
which minimize the rotation-vibration coupling in a tr1atomic molecule
consistent

1s presented.In

this method

the

self-

IsOI theory is used which allows for an app-

roximate separation of the stretch1ng,bending and rotation molecule mot1ons.It was proved that SC internal
axes minimize the errors of the rotational transition
energies.These

axes eliminate

the effect1ve

bending

-

rotation Coriolis coupling.The or1entation of SC internal axes 1s different in each excited state of the stretching v1brations.
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Identification

of Amines

in UnknoWD

Complex

Mixture

by GC/FTIR

F. Abu-Daggal, F. Haider2

1'~uwait

Institute

Laboratory,

High
used

P.O.

for

Box

resolution

FTIR

in sep~rating

aliphatic

and

Scientific

24885,

and

coupled

sample

(IFS 88) with

a resolution

(at 3379

cm-I,

the

from

gramschmidt
resolution

good

spectra

Search

was

then

the

were

directed

(due

compound.

In this

will

and

identification

the

comparison
discussed.

be

and

shown.

of the mass

FTIR

different

compounds
with
The

traces

high

to

of

phase
This

were

was

aromatic

of the mass

methodology
with

will
the

of
be

A8

used

that

condition

the

traces

presented.

FTIR

spectra

a

(xyledines

spectra)

the optimized

library
necessary

amines.

was

and

reach
optimized.

very

amines

to see

search

To

reference

of aromatic

able

capillary
obtained

sensitivity

GC/MS

spectra

used

were

different

identified.

paper

FTIR

was

in selection

we were

Library

of

an unknOWD

the spectra

conditions

gas

software.

to similarity

GC/FTIR

cm-1

identification.

Sadtler

Here

paper

from

through

for

clearly

mixtures

resolution

0.25

helped

of the

isomers

of results.

GC was

GC conditions.

passed

(Birsy)

between

cm-1)

components.

pipe

using

High
than

to work

detector

light

Bruker

toluedines)

wrong

were

the

of investigstion,

comparison

and

separation

al1

complex

obtained

1385

necessary

FTIR

the

to distinguish
result

was

for

conducted

and advanced

and

Analytical

resolution

research

investigated.

columns

to separate

high

and

cm-1

It was

a high
of

of better

Central

Kuwait.

In this

Information

2924

GC conditions
established.
columns

was

sample.

chr0m3tography

with

amines.

environmental

the

Safat,

identification

aromatic

identify

Research,

13109

for

the analyst
- to the
of

the

on gramschmidt
Moreover,
will

be
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Diod~ Ja!ò~r m~a!òllr~m~nt!ò of coJJi!òionaJ broad~nin\!
t.2H.,

p~rtllrbed

in th~ Vs band of

bv 0., and N.,.

D Lambot, G. BJanquet,
Laboratoire de Spectl'OSCOpie
Mol~u1aire, Facultis Universitaires Notre-Dame de 1aPaix,
61, rue de BruxeDes, B-5000-Namur, Belgium.

J.P. Bouanicb
Laboratoire d'Infrarouge, associ~ au C.N.R.S, Universit~ de Paris-Sud,
Båtiment 350, F-91405 Orsay Cedex, France.

The collisiona1 broadening of infrared absorpûon lines in the Vs band of C2H2
pcrturbed by <>2and N2, has been measured with a tunable diode laser spectrometer. We
present our results for about twenty lines in the P and R branches, rangi!lg from 660 to
790 cm-1.
AIl the measurements have been performed with 4 pressures of the penurbing
gas (general1y ranging from 50 10 120 mbar), in order 10 determine the broadening
coefficient per atmosphere.

An absorpûon pathJength of 40 cm has been used for the

more intense 1ines (4 S Iml S 20), while a 4 m pathlength was necessary for weaker lines
(lml < 4 and 1m!> 20), so we can have a very low parûa1 pressure of acetylene and neglect
self broadening. The 4 m absorption pathlength was obtained with a white ceD attachc:d 10
the spectrorneter.
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A Complete Fcrmalism for the Analvsis of the Vibrationrotational Spectra of Diatomic Molecules
J. F. Dqi1vie

Department of Chemistry, National Tsing Hua University,
Hsinchu, Taiwan 30043

Based on the new, reduced displacement variable z ~
2 (R-R.)I (R+R.) in which R and R. are instantaneous
and
equilibrium
general

internuclear

theory

has

quantitatively
rotational
including
and

both

spectra
the

distances

been
the

of

respectively,

developed
frequencies

any

free

to
of

spin-rotational,

corrections,

diatomic

molecule,
adiabatic

hyperfine

crbital-rotational

and

explain

vibration-

effects of potential energy,

nonadiabatic

a

splittings,
spin-orbital

interactions applicable to (at least) aI, 2~
3I, a~
and 2~ electronic states, and the intensities due to
electric

dipole,

quadrupole
spectra,
being

magnetic

transitions

dipole,

in

and to Raman scattering,

taken

of

isotopic

and

absorption

effects,

with
by

electric

and

emission

full

account

means

of the

pertinent radial function. Further~re,
because of the
nature of the z variable that remains finite at both
limits of the united and

separate

atoms,

theoretical

knowledge of the limiting behaviour of each appropriate
interaction permits extension of the experi~ental
to provide a semiquantitative prediction

data

in the regions

beyond which the experimental
data apply.
Examples
will be shown of many of the 24 interactions so far
identified.

PT13

The Vibrational
the
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Spectra

of Isomeric

Structures

o!

(C02)2 Dimers
1

A.A.Vigasin

2

, E.G.Tarakanova

1Institute
of Atmospheric
PhySics,Academy
of the USSR,Pyzhevsky
per.3,Moscow,109017

of Sciences
USSR

2The Kurnakov Institute
of General and Inorganic
Chemistry,Academy
o! Sciences
of the USSR,
Leninsky pr.31 ,Moscow, 117907 USSR
The goal of the present
work is to indicate
what sort
of vibrational
spectra
might be expected
in the Fermi
resonance
region LJs,2w2 for the CO2 molecules
associated in
different
isomeric
structures
by van der Waals
forces.Three
examples have been considered
with the
help of variational
anharmonic
calculations,namely
the
case of two C2v complexes between the CO2 molecule
and
( T-shaped dimer) or
an atom or another
CO2 molecule
slipped
parallel
(C02)2 dimer ( P-isomer
) of C2h
symmetry.The
basis set of harmonic vibrational
wave
functions
included
1716 functions
for dimeric
structures
corresponding
tions

wi th

to all
quantum

The calculations

the

exci tations

numbers

less

clearly

or

of
equal

show the

w.1' 2.c.J~vibrato

Z

complicated

= 7.

Vi

behavi-

our of the CO2 molecules
Ferrni resonating
levels
upon
complexation.The
splitting
of original
lcvcls
of the
order of several
cm-1 i8 accompained
by their
significant shifts,and
besides
new members of Fermi polyads
appear at the intermediatc
frequencies.
The comparison

of the

calculated

dimeric

opectra

with the Raman spectrum
of polycrystalline
CO2 samples
reveals
a remarcable
resemblance
and throw a new light
on the origin
of' the two-phonon
continuum Raman spectrum in the

~:1' 2. w1. Fermi

resonance

region.
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THE STUDY OF THE 1'1,112,/15,2I'3,I'3+v. AND 2v. INFRARED
OF CD3CN AROUND 2000 CM-l

BANDS

K. Pekkala and R. ADttila
Department of Physics, University of Oulu, 90570 Oulu, Finland
G. Grauer aud G. Guelachvili
Laboratoire d'lnfrarouge, Université de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orøay, France
The Fourier-trausform
spedrum of CD3CN from 2040 to 2340 cm-I has been measured in Onay at a resolution of 0.0054 cm-1. ID the spectrum six bands CaD be seen:
1'1 (2128 cm-I), 112(2278 cm-I), /15 (2258 cm-1), 21'3 (2226 cm-I), 1'3 + V6 (2159
cm-I), and 2r,f (2077 cm -1). ID the stroog para11e1 bauds 1'1 aud 2",g the continuous
assignments could be extended around K=10. The strong perpendicular fundamenta1
/15extends from 2170 to 2340 cm-1 with -18 ~ KåK ~ 19. It covers the bands 21'3
aud 112and 60 in 21'3 the assignments

unti1 K

= 6 on\y

were p06sible.

The fundamenta1

baud 112is difficultj tentatively one subbaud has been assigned.The weak band 1'3 +
/15is o\'erlapped by 1'1 and /15and 60 the assignments were limited to the region -5 ~
KåK ~ 6. In a11the bands Jmu is around 50. Altogether about 4400 lines have been
assigned.
1) There is a stroog Coriolis resooance betweeo 1'3 and &'6. In the overtone regioo it
couples together 21'3, 1'3 + vf1, 2",g, and a160 2vf2 for which there are no direct
observatioos. The coupliog eIement Wc between 2",g and 1'3 + vfl is 0.20 cm-1, for
the interactions 21'3/1'3 + /lfl and 1'3 + vfl/2vf2
it islarger by a factor of,;2.

=

32 cm-I), 1IJ/2vg (WF = 21 cm-1), and
VI/21'3 (WF
112/21'3(WF = 14 cm-I), investigated by Duncan et a1.[1],have essential efTeds 011
the rotational strudures of the bands.

2) The strong FerJni resonauces

3) There are several more 10ca1 resonanCe6 perturbing v" in particular.
There are the
Coriolis interadioos with 112and 21'3 on the åK = + 1 and åK = -1 side, respectively.
ID addition there are severa1 Fermi resonances with ternary vibrational combination
levels, e.g. wilh a11three E-components of v. + VJ + v..

ID the analysis we have used a modcl which treats aII the observed bands simultaneously. Nearly tcn vibrationallevels which appear through perturbatioos only are
induded there, too.
[1] J.L. Duncan, D.C. McKean, F. TulIini, G.D. Nivellini, and J. Perez Peña, J. Mo\.
Spectrosc. 89, 123 (1978)

,
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Assi~nment

of emission

~um~ed

L. Nemes

1

1ines in the 0~tica11y

su~-mi11imeter

2

ketene

1aser

2

, H.Gg. Wagner , M. Koch , F. Temps
J .W.C. Johns3

2

and

1
Res. Lab. Inorg. Chem.,
132, H-1502 Budapest

Hung.Acad.

Sci., P.O.B.

, Hungary

2
M.P.I.

für Strömungsforschung,

kinetik,

3

Herzberg
Ottawa,

Recent

Bunsenstrasse
Institute
Ontario

Abt. Reaktions

10, D-34oo Göttingen,

of Astrophysics,

B.R.D.

N.R.C.C.,

K1A OR6, Canada

studies on optica1 pumping

by a 1ine-

tuneab1e CO2 1aser have 1ed to the observation of far-infrared (sub-mm) 1aser emissions from 10w pressure
ketene gas (H2CCO). Lines have been found in the range
300 - 900 micrometer, and po1arisation data are a1so
avai1ab1e.
Ketene

has four upper-state

rotationà1

in the range of the pumping CO2 1aser (9

1adders

- 10 microm.):

~8: b2; 2\)6: a1; "5+Y9: a2 and '\76+',)9:
a2. All
these upper states are a110wed by s~etry
to participate in Corio1is ( and Fermi-) resonances. This
comp1icates

the assignments

Pre1iminary
given

rotationa1

of the 1asing transitions.
assignments

for most of the observed

sha11 be

1aser 1ines, a10ng with

p1ausib1e vibrationa1 assignments. The spectroscopic
basis for these assignments are the near-Dopp1er1imited FTIR spectra recorded at the Spectroscopy
Section of H.I.A., N.R.C.C. on a BOMEM DA3.002 interferometer.

-
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Pressure Broaden1ng and Sb1fts 1n the v2 Band of NH3
H.-J.

C1ar,

R. Sch1eder,

and

Ko1ch1

1. Phys1ka11sches
5000

G. W1nnew1sser,

H. T. Yamada

Inst1tut,

Un1vers1tät

zu Kö1n

Kô1n 41, West Germany

The se1f-sh1ft and se1f-broaden1ng of several
v1brat1onal-rotat1onaltrans1t1onswere measured 1n the
.

v2 band of ammon1a.
A tunable d10de laser stab1l1zed
to an fr1nge s1gnal of a Fabry-Perot 1nterferometer was
used to secure h1gh prec1s10n measurements.
rat1on,

the 1nterference

s1multaneously
approx1mate

recorded

s1gnal

For cal1b-

of a HeNe laser

was

wh1ch prov1ded fr1nges w1th an

5.5 HHz spac1ng.

L1ne broaden1ng

and sh1fts

of ammon1a

have been

1ntens1ve1y stud1ed by m1crowave spectroscopr.
However
due to the very h1gh accuracy requ1ed for 11ne sh1ft
determ1nat10n,

on1y

few

1nfrared

measurement

ex1st.

The h1gh prec1s10n of the present study (uncerta1nty of
about 2 HHz) enabled us to determ1ne
the sh1fts as
small as 0.1 HHz/mbar
measurements

As expected
observed
quatum
a.

wh1ch const1tute the most preclse

to date 1n the 1nfrared reg10n.

sh1ft

from the theoretlcal
parameters

numbers

pred1ct1ons,

drast1caly

J and K, and the 1nvers10n

Exper1mental

procedures

boaden1ng and self-sh1ft
t10ns w1l1 be

depend

presented.

and

parameters

the

the

on the

state s and

observed

self-

for varlous trans1-

-
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Extended Analysis of Microwave and Millimeterwave
Spectrum of D.,02
J.Doose, B.Kleibömer, A.Guarnieri
Institut fUr Physikålische Chemie, Abt.Chemische Physik,
Christian-Albrecht-Universität,

2300 Kiel,Olshausenstr.

40, W.Germany

In previous investigations(I,2)

more than 160

Micro- and Millimeterwave lines of D202 have been
measured,most of these lines could not be assigned
however.

The 40 assigned lines belong to just two
R
R
branches : 00 ('t. 4 ~ 2) and 00 (t'-1-> 3) (2).
Until now it was not possible to obtain a complete
set of rotational constants useful for
the identifi.

cation of further lines.
We have now started a new series of measurements
with the purpose of identifying more line branches
which could enable us to determine the rotational and
the centrifugal distortion constants.

to tfiispurpose

a computer program on the basis of a large amplitude
motion Hamiltonian will be used.

1) J.T.Massey,C.I.Beard

and C.K.Jen - J.Hol.Spectrosc.

~,405(1960)

2) W.C.Oelfke and W.Gordy - J.Chem.Phys. 51,5336(1969)
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High-ResolutionInfrared Spectrum of f2~
RovibrationalAnalysis of the V, fundamentalYibration.
Alberto Gambi
Università di Venezia, Dipartimento

di Chimica fisica.

D.D. 2137, 1-30123 VENEZIA (Italy)

and
Hans Bürger
fachbereich 9, Anorganische
Gesamthochschule

D-5600 WUPPERTAL

The high resolution

Chemie, Universität

Wuppertal,

Gaussstr. 20,

1 (West Germany).

infrared spectrum of difluoro-

methanimine, f2C=NH, a novel u~stable molecule, has been
recorded with the Bruker fTS 120HR interferometer. All
the nine fundamental modes have been recorded with a
resolution of 0.004-0.008

cm-1.

The difluoromethanimine

molecule belongs to the

symmetry point group Cs; the nine fundamental vibrations
and their speciea are: 7A'(v1-v7) and 2A"(v8,v9). The v1
fundamental, cen~ered at 3402.5 cm-1, which can be approximately described as a N-H stretching mode, presents
hybrid AB-type envelope.

The spectrum shows the typical

structure of an oblate asymmetric
the presence of K-clusters

rotor, K=O.8928, with

in the P and R branches.

Using a set of spectroscopic

ground state constants

recently obtained from the rotational analysis of the
microwave and millimeter
molecular constants

wave spectra, a reliable set of

(A-reduction,

Ir representation),

for the level v1=1 has been determined.
Results and details of the rovibrational analysis
will be presented.
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The Temperature Dependence of the Pressure Broadening
Parameter for the J.K =- O.0 ~
S.,Giersza1, E. Miá-Ku1miñska,

1,0 Line of CH3f!:h
J. Ga1ica

Institute of Mo1ecu1ar Physics, Po1ish Academy of
Sciences, Smo1uchowskiego

17/19, Poznañ, Po1and

The temperature dependence of 1inewidth parameter
for se1fbroadening of CH3CN,(J,K,F):(O,O,l)~
(1,0,2)
at y: lB 397,66 MHz has been studied experimenta11y
from 247 to 300 K. Using the 1ine over1apping mode1
[1] the Quadrupo1e hyperfine structure has been taken
into account. The theoretica1 dependence of 1inewidth
parameter cou1d be described by the empirica1 re1ation

~V

P

=

A.TIt.

The p10t of 1n ~ÿ
versus 1n T gives -2,2 for ){,.
This va1ue was compared with the va1ue ca1cu1ated for
dipo1e

-

dipo1e, and dipo1e

-

Quadrupo1e

interaction

according to Murphy-Boggs theory [ 2 }
The measurements have been made with the conventi ona1 microwave Stark spectrometer [ 3].
References
1. R.P. Netterfie1d, R.W. Parsons, J.A. Roberts,
J.Phys.B 5, 146 (1972)
2. J.S. Murphy, J.E. Boggs, J.Chem.Phys.
47, 4152 (1967)

47, 691 (1967);

3. J. Ga1ica, J. Stankowski. S. Giersza1, W. Prussak,
Fiz. Die1. Radiosp. 11, 115 (1979)
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PT20 .Tunable Diode Laser Studies

~6

and NH, Molecules

of Collisionless

1n a Stron~ IR Laser Pield

Yu.A.Kuritsyn, G.N.Makarov, ~,
Institute
Moscow

excitation

of Sciences,Troitsk,

142092, USSR

To understand
t1~n(MPEY

M.V.Sotnikov

of Spectroscopy,Academy

Reg1on,

Excitation

tbe physics

of molecules
mechanism

of IR multiphoton

it is essential

of low-lying

nal levels. In this work factors
ency of exc1tation

excita-

to reveal tbe

vibrational-rotatioaffecting

by TEA CO2-1aser

the effici-

pulses of SP6 and

HH3 molecules from 1ndividual rotat1onal levels of the
ground vibrat10nal state have been 1nvest1gate~ in a
pu1sed superson1c jet under substant1ally
.
conditions (p~1mTorr).
At different
pulse

energy

fluences

(~=10-5_10-1J/cm2)

coll1s1onless

fþ of exc1 ting laser

the dependences

of the frac-

tion fJ of exc1ted SF6molecules on the rotational quantum number J" bave been obta1ned,when molecules were
exc1ted on the 10P(16) C021aser 11ne, as wel1 as on the
10P(18) and 10P(14) lines. These spectra show d1fferent
resonant structures
UPE channels.

due to the presence

of ind1vidual

The dependences of the fract10n fJ on laser energy
1n the range from 10-6t.o 4.10-1
J/cm2 were

fluenc.e

~

stud1ed at different frequency detun1ngs ðV(up to 0.1
-1
cm ) of the exc1ting radiat10n from molecular trans1t1ons. Similar

behav10ur

of these dependences

for SP6

and NH3 molecules was observed. The eff1c1ency of molecular excitation 1s shown to fall off rap1dly w1th pump
laser spectrum

narrow1ng.

Comparison oí exper1mentel results w1th theoret1cal
celculations on exc1tat1on of"two-level molecule" 1n
frames

of d1fferent

models

of laser f1eld 1s done.
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Ab~rplion
of PH3 al 4-'; u m
2 \)4. \)1 and \)1 b3nd~

FreQuencics

and inlcnsitics

in 2\)..

\) . + \) ~

G T31l'31!O.N. Lacome. G. Poussigue. A. Ltvy. G. Guelacbvili
Laboratoire d'lnfrarougc.
associ~
bãtimem 350. 91405 ORSAY CEDEX

au CNRS.

Universit~

de Paris-Sud,

The fivc interacting bands 2\).. \). + \) 4. 2\) 4 . \) I and \)3 of PH3 at 45 J,I.m were simultaneously analyzcd witbin a pentad model. AII tbe Coriolis
couplings

betwcen

2v I and V I + \) 4

.

\) I + V 4 and 2v 4.

\) 1 and V,. as wcll

3S tbc Fcrmi couplings betwcen 2V4 and V 1 or V 3. wcrc indccd too strong
to bc trcatcd witbin a pcnurbation apprOXimalion. Thc spcctra uscd in the
sludy wcre recordcd witb the FT spectromctcr of our laboratory (I!podized
rcsolution 0.0054 cm - 1).
Morc tban 3800 Iincs (]'116) wcre assigned in thc rangc 1915-2445
including tbosc previously
idcnlificd
for V 1 and V3 (Rcf.l). Aboul
cm -1
fony pcr ccm of thc lincs arisc from perturbalion
allowed
transitions.
Thc 58 uppcr state cnergy parametcrs dClcrmincd from tbe fil of Ihe data.
rcproducc
Ihe expcrimental
wavcnumbcrs
with an overall slandard

.

dcviation

of

0.009

cm

- 1.

Morc than 1600 linc slrcnglhs pcnaining to Ihc five bands were
mcasurcd al 296 K and 172 K. Valucs of tbc four dipolc momcnt dcrivalÌ\'CS
involvcd in 2v 1. V I + V 4. and 2v 4 (11 and D wcrc dcrivcd. Thcy rcproducc
thc cxpcrimcnlal linc strcnglhs of thc thrcc bands wilhin 10-15 pcr ccnt.
which wc rc
Thc dipolc momcnt dcrivativcs involvcd iD V 1 and V 3
cstimatcd in Rcf.1
could nOI bc rcfincd hcrc. Indccd. duc 10 tbc vcry
slrong intcDsitics of tbc~c IWO bands as comparcd tO Ihc' thrcc olhcrs, such
a rc!incmcnt
would rcquirc ncw intcnsÌly mcasurcmcDls with much
lowcr optical paths.

.

.

Finally. all frcqucncics and intcnsilics of thc fivc bands can now
bc prcdictcd for any conditions of planctary inlcrcSI:
J' up 10 20.
tcmpcr:l\urcs ÞClwccn 80 and 300 K. Such a modcling was succcssfully
applicd to invcstigatc rcccnt high rcsolution spCClra of Salurn (Rcf.2 and
3).
At tbc samc timc, Hc- and H2 - broadcncd lincwilhs wcrc mcasurcd
in thc samc spcctral rcgion for a few hundrcd sclrclcd
lincs and their
tcmpcralurc depcndcncc was dcrivcd.
1. A. Baldacci. V. Malathy Dcvi. K. Narahari Rao, G. Tarrago,
SpcclrosC.. .8.1. 179-206 (1980)
2. P. D rossan. B. Bezard. J.P. Mai1lard. G. Tarrago, N. Lacomc. G.
A. Uvy. G. Guclachvili. C ommunicalion. 191h mccting of thc
ASlronomical Socicty. Pasadcna. Nov. 1987.
3. B. Bezard. P. Drossard. J.P. Maillard. G. Tarrago. N. Lacomc, G.
A. L~vy. G. Guelachvili. C ommunication.
19th mccling of thc
Astronomical Society. Pasadcna, Nov. 1987.
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Excited Vibrational

States and Isotopic Species in

the MW-Spectrurn of Fluoroketene. CHFCO

K.-H. ~iedenmann.
Department

R.D. Brown. and P.D. Godfrey

of Chemistry.
Clayton.

Monash University.

VIC, Australia

We report the microwave spectra of some isotopic
species and vibrational satellites of fluoroketene,
CHFCO. From the 13C and 180 species we calculate
rs (C=CI=1.317(3IA.rs (C=01=1.167(2IAand <CCO=178.0(510
(away from FI. The following ro
parameters were
also obtained: r(C-FI=1.360(3)A. r(C-HI=1.102(141A.
<CCF=119.5(2)0. and <CCH=122.3(2610. These values of
bondlengths are close to those of ketene itself but the
HCF an~l; of 118.20 differs noticeably from the HCH
angle in ketene.
The semirigid bender ana1ysis of the
vibrational
satellites of
the in-plane CCO
bending motion
(v7=1.2.31

gives
-1 a

very
2

potential: V(cm 1=4000t

shallow4

+ 40000t

single-rninimum
.

The two low-

frequency out-of-plane vibrations have
frequencies
similar to those of ketene. From relative intensity
-1
measurernentswe estirnatethem to be 380 cm
for v9 and
-1
600 cm
for v8.
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The
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The Geometry and Inversion - Internal Rotation
potential Function for Methylarnine

M.Kr~glewski
Faculty

of Chernistry,

PL-60-780

Poznan,

Adarn ~ickiewicz

University,

Poland

The geornetry and the inversion - internal rotation
potential function for methylarnine, CH3NH2, have been
deterrnined from the pure rotational spectrum in the
ground vibrational state and frorn the energies of Po
and RO branches in the first excited states of internal
rotation and of inversion.

The rotation - vibration

energy levels have been calculated directly frorn the
structure and potential function using a sernirigid
rotation - internal rotation - inversion Harniltonian,
containing
For

also ernpirical centrifugal distortion terms.

the

fixed

value

the electron diffraction

of rCN

=

rneters are: rHN = 1.025(10)
K, rCH
angle(HNH) = 106.40(2),
angle(HCH)
angle(CNH)

= 110.10(2).

1.471

A, taken

from

data, other geornetrical para-

=
=

1.098(1)
110.70(1),

Ä,
and

The barrier for internal rota-

tion is 706(9) crn-1 and for inversion is 1974(301 crn-1.
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ROVIBRATIONAL HAMILTONIANS AND SOLUTION STRATEG~
FOR TRIATOMIC MOLECULES
J.Makarewicz
Faculty

of Cbemistry,A.M1ck1ewicz

Univers1ty,PL

60-780

Poznañ,Po1and

New rov1b~t1ona1
/RV/ Hami1ton1ans
of triatom1c
mo1ecules are der1ved.The
1oca1 or co11ective
interna1
coord1nates

cross
ted.Tbe

are

chosen

terms inc1uding
transformat10n

in such

these
of tbe

a way tþat

coord1nates
mo1ecule

811 kinetic

are e1im1na
fixed

axes

mi

-

-

-

nim1z1ng tbe Corio1is
interact10ns,1s
performed.Se1f
consistent
metbodology
for solv1ng tbe RV prob1em
1s
discussed.New
theoretica1
tools
for studying
tbe RV dynamics are presented.
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Ab801ute Intens1ty Heø8urementsInfrøred to Før Infrøred
J.W.C.

The

Johns

Herzberg

Inst1tute

of Astrophys1cs.

Nat10nal

Canada. 100 Sussex Dr1ve. Ottawa. Ontar1o

Research

Counc11

of

KIA OR6. Canada.

The measurement of 1ntens1t1es w111 never atta1n the accuracy wh1ch
can be obta1ned rout1nely w1th frequency measurement.
by tak1ng

great

measurements
resolut10n
be descr1bed
cons1stency
of

apodizat1on

Recent

care.

that
Four1er

approach

paper.

l1near1ty
funct10n

measurements

made

becom1ng

poss1ble

11 1n accuracy.

transform

1n th1s
and

it 1s now

1nstrument

for

In part1cular.

1n the
w111

be

1n

the

record1ng

The

1ntens1ty

use of a high

these
the

Nevertheless.

to make

measurements

role

w111

of 1nstrumental

together

w1th

the

1nfrared

w111

be

choice

d1scussed.
m1d

to

far

used

illustrate the qual1ty of the results that are be1ng obta1ned.
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2 The Determination of Absolute Rovibrational
h ~V Reactive Holecular Species
C. Chackeriag.
R.H. Tipping

Jr.',

G. Guelachvil12,

1 NASA-Ames
Research Center, Hoffett

Jntensities

for

A.Lopez-Pinelr03,

and

Field, CA 9~035

2 Laborat.oire d' Jnfrarouge associe au CNRS, Universi te de
Paris-sud,
Batlment 350, 91QOS Orsay, France

3 Departmento de Quimlca Fisica,
Universidad

de Extremadura,

Facultad de Clencias,
BadaJoz, Spain

q Department of Physics and Astronomy, University
Al~bama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 3~87

of

Ro-vlbrational
transition
intensities.of
radical and/or
chemically reactive molecular species are dlfflcult
to
determlne.
A number of methods whlch mlght be used to
provide lnformation on matrlx elements of the electrlc
dlpole moment function and the constructlon
of the dipole
moment functlon from the lnformatlon
these methods provlde
are discussed.
The der1ved dipole moment function
represents an optlmum choice and allows a calculatlon
(with
estimable errors) of the 11ne lntensitles
for a large number
of ro-vibratlonal
transltlons.
we determine absolute rovibrational

11ne

intensltles

for

ðV

- , (V=1-4)
vibratlonal

bands of the astrophysical1y important specles, NH,
lndependent1y of any information on its molecular
concentration.
To this end we measure relatlve 11ne

=

intensltles
across ðV 1 bands.
The effect
rotation
lnteraction
on the 11ne intensitles
direct
dlpole

of vibration
then allows a

determlnatlon
of the derlvatlve
of,the electrlcfundamental band transltion
moment.
The results

of

these experl~ents are then compared to theoretlcal
calculatlons
obtained vla high quallty ab initlo
calculatlons
of the electric
dlpole moment functlon.
1 C. Chackerian, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 85, 1200 (1986).
2 C. Chackerlan, Jr., C.W. Bauschlicher,
S.R. Langhoff,
Lopes-Pinelro and R.H. Tlpping (to be publlshed)

3

H1~h Resolut1on
Databaee

Molecular

for Atmoepher1c

ROTHMAN L.

SpectroecoP1c
Mode11nø

A.
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D10de L8ser 88Sed A1r Pollut1on

Control System

TOHM J. W.

LTh5

Multiphoton
Symmetric

V.L.

Transitions

in Anticrossing

MBER

Spectroscopy

of

Rotors

MeertsJ),

1. Ozier2)

and

J.T.

Hougen3)

J) Fysisch Laboratorium,
Katholieke
Universiteit
Nijmegen,
6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Toernooiveld,
2)

Department of Physics. Univêrsity of British Columbia,

3)

Division

6224

Agriculture
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Torsion-Vibration-Rotation
Fundamenta1

Ana1ysis

of

the Lowest

Perpendicu1ar

in CH~3

1. Ozierl), N. Moazzen-Ahmadil), H. Jagannathl) and W.L. Meerts2)

1)

Physics

2)

Department,
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Laser
Spectroscopy of H1qhly-Exc1ted Rotat1onal
Vibrat10nal Molecular States
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L.

Centrifuqal
Cluster1na

Saturation

and Enerqy

Levels

in C2v Molecules

POL YANSKY O.
Afternoon

LTh9

Sess10n

(Cha1rman

- L. NEMES)

The il1f1uel1ceof tl1e cextrifugal
a11d of

t11e pertu1:'batiol1s

of the

L

to

dist01:'tiol1S

the

r.tJ.(ltiplet

splittil1g

tenns

1.I{ovács

DepartmeJ1t

of Atonlic

rl1ysics,

1521 Budapest,

Tec1mical

Ul1iversity,

HUJ1gary

lf tl1e rotatiJ1g
niolecul*ot
a rigid
rotator)
theH the cel1trifugal
effect
wi II il1flv.exce
tl1e rotatio11Q1
eJ1ergy aJ1d t11e el1ergies
of the SpiJ1 iJ1teractioJ1S
becav.se
tl1e iJ1teractioJ1
COJ1staJ1ts obtaiJ1ed by the solutioJ1
of the
electronic
part of the 1'lave eqv.atioJ1 cOl1taiJ1 the ixterJ1v.elear distaJ1ce as parameter
cmd the l~ter
Ï11creases
with il1creasiJ1G rotatiol1.
As a matter
of curiosity
that
the pertv.rbatioJ1s
by the closer
lyiJ1g terms show the same
effect
as tl1e above nlei1tioJ1ed cel1tdfugal
distortioJ1.
The theoretical
results
have been applied
to the iJ1terterms
prêtation
of tl1e al1omalous splitting
of the sextet
of the CrF molecule.

r
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LThlO _HZ DOUBLE
HINIMUHSTATES: VIBRONICLEVELSAS SEENBY COLLISION
THEORY:MQDT (MULTICHANNEL
QUANTUH
DEfECTTHEORY)
S.C. Ross

Physics Department,
fredericton.

University

of New Brunswick, P.O.Box 4400.

NB. Canada E3B 5A3

Ch. Jungen
Laboratoire
Université
The excited

de Photophysique Ho1écu1aire du CNRS.Bâtiment 213.
de Paris-Sud.

1L; vibronic

f-91405 Orsay. Cedex. france

states of H2 are studied by considering

the H2 mo1ecu1eas:
a) the co11ision of a vibrating
and. simu1taneous1y. as
b) the co11ision

H2+ ion and an e1ectron.

of two neutra1 H atoms.

Current1y we consider states

that satisfy

a) outside the interaction

two criteria:

region of the ion-e1ectron

the motion of the partic1es

co11ision

can be approximated as motion in

a cou10mbfie1d,
b) outside the interaction
motion of the partic1es

region of the atom-atom co11ision

Wepresent1y 1imit our investigations
whose wavefunction

the

can be approximated adiabatica11y.
to bound states.

vanishes at infinite

separation

i.e.

those

of the co11iding

partic1es.

1L; vibronic states of
and electronicaZly ine1astic
processes. This a110ws us to treat the complete (and comp1icated)
As in our previous work on the excited

H2

we account for both vibrationa11y

set of 1L; states globally.
tronic

state

and fina11y
state

individua11y.
to solve

treatment

instead of having to treat
then eva1uate

a11 interstate

a set of coup1ed equations.

cannot

be feasib1y

extended

each e1ecinteractions

Such a state-by-

beyond the first

few

states.
An exp1anation of the method and a brief
1atest

resu1ts

is given.

presentation

of the
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Diode Laøer Spectroøcopy

at Bigb Temperatureø

Harold Jones
Abteilun9 Phyøikalische Chemie,Cniverøität
D-7900 Clm, Federal Republic Germany

Ulm,

A review of a number of diode laser spectroscopy
which make use of high temperatures will be presented.
These include the application

.

of high temperature

11 Produce transient species in a controlled
and chemical reaction

projecll

to:

manner by

pyrolysis

This type of experiment has been carried out in both a normal
White-cell and in a free-expansion jet. Th~ characteristics 01
the jet will be discussed in detail.
21 Vaporise

øolid substanceø.

This includeø obøervations
8ubstances like HgC12.

on a series of metal hydrides and

Effortø
to combine this procedure with a free-expansion
allow the observation of dirners will be discu8sed.

jet

on
to

During one of these experiments stimulated IR-emission was
observed which was eventual1y traced to sodium atoms. This has
allowed us to develop a new c.w. metal vapor laser, the 80diuø
vapor laøer which lases in the lOpm region.

r
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Double Resonance Spectroscopy of the v1/v3 Band of SnH4
L. JÖrissen~

Y. Oshima~

Y. Matsumoto~

M.

Takami~

K. Kuchitsu2

1The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research
Wako, Sait~a

351-01, Japan

2Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science
The University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan
Extending the work already done for the v2/v4 dyad
a
of SnH4, the interacting bands v1 and v3 have been
studied.

An infrared spectrum has been taken with

doppler limited resolution using a tunable diode laser.
In addition pure rotational transitions

in the v3 state

have been measured by infrared microwave double
resonance and infrared radiofrequency double resonance.
The v1 band is formally forbidden in the infrared,
but the measurement of more than 40 v1-v3 microwave
transitions by infrared microwave double resonance
permitted a very accurare determination of the v1
spectroscopic parameters.
Infrared and microwave data have been fitted
simultaneously by diagonalizing the v3=1 and v1=1
hamiltonian coupled by 1 vibration-rotation interaction
term~
17 molecular constants have been determined for
each of the five most abundand species.
a) Y. Oshima, Y. Matsumoto, M. Takami, s. Yamamoto,
K. Kuchitsu
J. Chem. Phys. 87, 5141-5148,

(1987)

b) A. Cabana, D.L. Gray, A.G. Robiette, G. Pierre

Mol. Phys.~,

1503-1516,(19781

-
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Some

Cumulene

Molecules

Rele,,-ant

F. HoDand1, M. WinDewisser1,

Institut

Heinrich-Buff-Rmg
Interest

in the long carbon-chain

for carbon suboxide.

the quasi-1inear potentia1
problerns

CJlemistry

der Justus-Liebig-

Universitåt,

der Justus-Lip.big-Universitåt,

molecules OCCCO,

bending fundarnenta1

at 18.3 cm-I.

in homologous

OCCCS and SCCCS was

bending potentia1 function

Its lowest-lying

function

of quasi-linearity

to Interstel1ar

58, D-6300 Giessen, West Germany

initiaD~- aroused because of the quasi-linear
termint'd

TARRAGO)

G. Maier2, H.P. ReisenAuer2, A. U1rich2

IPhysikalisch- Chemisches Institut
20rganisch-Chemisches

- G.

which was deoccurs o\\"ing to

In order to shed more light on the

polyatomic

molecules

OCCCS

\\"as s)"JIthe-

sized. This molecu1e is much more rigid than OCCCO and its microwave and milliweter
wavc spectra have been fìtted successfuDy to a 1inear mode1 despite the rather lo\\"-lying
bending fundamenta1

at 82.6cm-1.

The probable intersteDar

occurrence

tigate its millimt'ter wave spectrum

both OCCCS and SCCCS. The obsen-ation
CCS and CCCS in tht' laboratory
that OCCCO.

of OCCCS stimu1ated us in 1984 to reinves-

and begin high resolution
of the short-lived

and in the intersteDar

infrared measurements

cumu1enes CCO, CCCO,

mt'dium is a strong indicatioD

OCCCS and SCCCS ma)- be constituents

of inter5teDar

clouds.

Recent1)" the nt'w cumu1ene molecule l,2,3,4-pentatetracn-1,5-dion,
was identmed

by it5 matrix

isolation

infrared

of

spectrum

OCCCCCO,

by some of the authors

(1).

We have observed its low resolution FT-m spectrum in the gaseous phase and high
resolution

spectra ofbands

located at 2065 and 2242cm-l.

CS02 is a "super carbon suboxide"

There are indications

with two very low lying bendin~

of which possibly has a quasi linear bending potentia1.

Irradiation

that

vibrations,

each

of the :catrix

with

u\'-light leads to new infrared bands which were assigned to the species CCCCO.
Considering
the abundance

the occurrence

of CO, CCO and CCCO in interstaDar

of the cyanopo1yacetylenes,

it is very probable

even longer cumu1enes C.X and XC. Y, where X,Y = 0 and/or
molecular

clouds. For their intersteDar

detection the observation

rotationa1

and infrared spectra is therefore mandatory.

that

C.O,

space and
CS02 and

S, are constituents

of

of their high Iesolution

1. G. MAIER, H.P. REISENAUER,U. SCHÃFER,AND H. BALLI, submi~ted to
Angew. Chem. (1988).

r
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Dynam1c 5tark Effect on the Doppler Broadened
Trans1t10n
VA5ILENKO

P05TER

PThl

L.

5E55ION

Infrared D10de Laser 5pectroscopy of 502
BERUD 5.

PTh2

L1ne 5h1ft of the Water Vapor 1n the Near Infrared

5INITSAL.
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Interaction

-

Mechanisms of the 2440 to 2900 cm-1 Vibration-Rotation

Spectrum of CH31

C. diLauro1, F. Lattanzi1,
lDipartimento

G. Guelachvili2

di Chimica Farmaceutica,

2Laboratoire d'Infrarouge,
Vibration-rotation

Université

Universitã

di Napoly, Italy

Paris VI, Orsay, France

parameters have been determined for the in-

teracting system 2v2, v2 + vs' v2 + v3 + v6, 3v6(E) from the analy.
sis of the i.r. spectrum (O.OOScm-1 of resolution). A preliminary investigation of the 2vS(A1), v3 + Vs + v6 (A1,A2), 2v3 + 2v6
(A1) parallel syste~ (observed at higher frequencies) shows a
strong z-Coriolis coupling of the A1 and A2 components of v3 + v5 +
v6" The v2 + VS' v2 + v3 + v6 Fermi. dyad shows a strong intensity
perturbation, with depletion of the branches with àJ
àK and enhancement of the branches with àJ ~ 0 and àJ
-àK. This is explained by the combined effects of the x-y Coriolis interactions
~

~

of v2 + Vs with the much stronger parallel bands 2v2 and 2v~. With
a ne9ative value of ç~,s, the involved transitionomoments are
found to be approximately in the ratios T22 : T25 : T~S ~ 12 : 1 :
-12.

pfh4
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BIGB RESOLOTION SPECTRUM OP PB3 1M 'l'BE PAR IMFRARED

L. Pusina and
Dipartimento

di

Chimica-Fisica

Oniversita'

di

Fourier-transform
recorded

in

reøolution
OVer

of
240

the ground
These

the

0.002

state

Bologna

spectra
region

ðJ

H.'Carlotti

of

between

e Inorganica.

- ITALY

phosphine,
30 and

PR3'

200 cm-1

were
at

a

cm-1.

= +1,

ðK

=0

rotational

were a8signed

measurements,

together

wave and submil1imeter-wave

in

up to JW = 22 and R = 19.
with the availablemicro-

data, were analysed on the

ba8is of different formulations

tonian, which included ðk

transitions

= ~3

of the rotational Ðamiland/or

Ak

= ~6

interaction

terms.
Anomalous

correlation coefficient8

between 80me of the

interaction parameter8 were observed.
Rotational
the

tran8itions

bending vibration8, v2

measured and a8signed.

in the first excited state of

=1

and

v4

= 1,

were a180
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Rotat1ona1 Temperature

of Acety1ene

1n a Superson1c Free Jet
P. Wa11raff,

G. W1nnew1sser,

1. Phys1ka11sches

and Ko1ch1 H. T. Yamada

Inst1tut, Un1vers1tät

zu Kö1n,

D-5000 Kö1n 41, West Germany

The Q-branch of acety1ene at 729 cm-1 was observed 1n a
superson1c

free

rotat1ona1

jet

coo11ng

1n

order

to

1nvest1gate

Th1s

mo1ecu1e

the
15

of

spec1a1 1nterest because of the ortho-para symmetry
the rotat1ona1 1eve1s.

of

Exper1menta1
(1,2,

processes.

procedure

3) was s11ght1y

repet1t1on

rate

emp10ylng
succeeded

descr1bed
mod1f1ed

of

the

a water-coo1ed

1n our ear11er papers
1n order to get h1gher

pu1sed

mo1ecu1ar

automob11e

jet.

va1ve

we

By

have

to operate the nozz1e at frequenc1es from 300

to 700 Hz, wh1ch 1s one order of magn1tude
our prev10us
jet spectra

va1ves.

The s1gna1-to-no1se

has been thus 1mproved

faster than
rat10 of the

a1so one order

of

magn1tude.
From

the

rotat1ona1

pre11m1nary
temperature

ana1ys1s

we

have

found

of 36 K at a d1stance

the

of 1 mm

from the nozz1e. At further down stream the temperature
fe1t down and we found 20 K at 20 mm from the nozz1e.

The popu1at10n
qu1te norma1õ
popu1at10n

1n the ortho and para 1eve1s seems to be
one g10ba1

temperature

of the a11 10w J 1eve1s.

(1) Z. Naturforsch. 112a, 246 (1987).
(2) J. Ho1. Spectrosc. 126, 78 (1987).
. (3) Z. Naturforsch. A (1n press).
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New

-

Approach to Calcalat10n of V1brot10nal_

Rotat10nal EnerQY and Trans1t10n
of D1atom1c Molecules
MIKHAILOV

PTh7

D1pole Moments

V.

New spectroscopic investiQations of the sinQlet
RvdberQ states of the CO molecule

.!h!.w!!
Atomic and Molecular Physics LaboratorY
versity

of

Rzesz6w,

35-310

Rz&sz6w,

Pedagogical

Uni-

Polan rl

J.D.Janji~

Institute of Physics, Uni versi ty of Novi Sad, 21000 Novi
Sad, Yugoslavia

In the isotopic species of the carbon monoxide molecole
i.e. in 12C160, 13CI60, 12C1BO, 14CI60, 13C1BO and partly
in 14C1BO the emission bands of the B1r;+ - A1TT, c1E +- A11T and

E11T

-

A1TT

systems have been investigated. Under

high resolution (250.000-350.000) and high dispersion
(O.~-O.B) Å/mm, 66 bands of the B1~+ - A11T system,
36 bands of the C1 r:: + - AIlT system and 12 bands of the
E1TT

-

A1ïT

transition

have

been

photographed

using

conven-

tional spectroscopy. By means of the rotational analysis
of the bands the following rovibronic constants for the
B, C and E Rydberg states have been.determined:
a) Precise distances between the v=O levels in the E and
C states and those of v=O and 1 1n the B state.
b) New vibrat10nal constants úJe and lÙexe'
c) New rotat1onal equilibrium constants.
The obtained resul ts confirm earl1er suggestions that the
states w1th a similar electron1c structure are characterized by the constants with similar values.

PTh8
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A2TT i State of the CO+ Molecule: Isotopic Studies
Zygmunt Jakubek

Atomic and Mo1ecu1ar Phys1cs Laboratory
Pedagog1ca1

Un1versity, 35-310 Rzesz6w, Po1and

Rotationa1

and deperturbationa1 ana1yses of severa1
2 +
2TT
+
2TT

2

bandsof the B
of

the

I:

12C160+,

-

A

13C160+

. and A

1 - X

an~ 14C160+

systems

"-

isotopic mo1ecu1es

were carr1ed out. The A2 TT i state, the common state
of these systems, is represented 1n the computer program
by
74,

the

merged
ing

effective

294-318

Brown's

(1979)]

Hamiltonian

. The

[J.Mol.Spectrosc.

band-by-bynd

analyses

were

to obta1n the best ~o1ecu1ar constants of comb1n-

1eve1s.

The

method

(J.Mol.Spectrosc.

descr1bed

by

67, 132-156 (1977)]

A1br1tton
and Coxon

et

a1.

[J.Mol.

Spectrosc.
72, 252-263 (1978))
was used. Next, the
isotopic 1ndependent constants were der1ved. F1na11y,
the RKR potentia1s
calculated.
Using

the

of the A2rr i and x2I: + states were

potentia1s,

constants and J and "1
ca1culated

and

compared

the

B,O,

and

H

rotat1ona1

perturbationa1 constants were
wi'th the experimenta1 data.

The
~.
spin-rotation coup11ng constant and AO
centrifuga1 correction to the sp1n-orbi t coupl1ng constant of the A2rr.1 state were separated using the experimenta1

data

of

different

isotopic

compared with the theoretica1 estimates.

CO+

species

and

-
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Diode Laser Spectroscopy

pTh9

of Diatomic Ketal Bydrides

Ulrich Hagg and Harold Jones
Abteilung Physikalische Chemie,Universität-Ulm,
D-7900 Ulm, Federal Republic Germany

The fundamental

band of a number of diatomic metal hydrides

been measured with Doppler-limited
include NaH,
have

RbH,

CsH,

resolution and analysed. These

BaH and BeH.

The latter two molecules

a 2t ground state and the splittings produced

between

the

electronic

have

spin and the overall

by

coupling

rotational

motion

were easily resolved.
The experimental

proceedure

use was basically to heat a sample of

the metal in a hydrogen atmosphere.
be

advantageous

to

temperatures employed

also

use

an

In some cases it was found to
electric

ranged from 200-10000C.

Details will be given on the poster

discharge.

The
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Diode Laøer Spectroøcopy with a Free BxpanøioD Jet
.

Helmut Birk. Steven D. colson

and Harold Jones

Abteilung Physikalische Chemie.Universität
D-7900 Ulm. Federal Republic Germany

Ulm.

This poster reports the first results obtained with a
expansion jet apparatus using a pyrolytic nozzle.

free

The sensitivity of the apparatus was first tested using stable
substances. such as OCS. NH3 and CO2. Observationswere carried
out with the laser beam botfiaxial ãnd transvers to the jet.
Unusual line shapes were observed with 2-type doublets of OCS
which will be discussed on the poster.
The pyrolytic nozzles of several different construction were
used. These generally consisted of an aluminium oxide tube which
was heated up to 2200K. The tube diameter was varied between a
round cross section (0.5mm i.d.) and a slit 0.05 x 5 mm. In each
case the tube was approximately 3cm long.
The potential of the use of a jet for sub-Doppler diode laser
spectroscopywill be discussed.
The aim is to use the pyrolytic
nozzle for the controlled
production of transient species.
In the these preliminary stages
we have tested our ability to produce less reactive substances
from either a single gas or from gas mixtures. It was found to be
surprisingly difficult to make some very simple reactions occur.
However we were successful with the following reactions:

1800K
1800K .

HCN
HCN

The most important step towards our goal was the production of
the transient molecule CS by pyrolysis of CS2 at 2100K.

·

Permanent addres8 Dept. of Chemistry.

Yale University

r
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An Attempt
peroxide.

to Understand

tbe FIR Spectrum of Dimetby1-

Dines Cbristen

Institut

für Physika1ische

Universität

Tübingen,

& Theoretische

7400 Tübingen,

Cbemie,

B.R.D.

FIR Spectra of Dimethy1peroxide
have been recorded between 20 cm-1 and 100 cm-1 at 10w, medium and high resolution using POLYTEC

FIR 30

and

spectrometers, respective1y.
A mode1 Hami1tonian to describe
na1 behaviour

of this mo1ecu1e

BRUXER IFS 120 HR*

the rotationa1/torsioundergoing

3 1arge amp..

1itude motions (2 CH3-torsions and tbe 0-0 torsion) bas
been formu1ated by J. Koput (1), who has a1so ~Titten
a computerprogram
(2) (appropiate

to describe

the simp1er XOOX prob1em

in case the metby1

glected).
Mode1 ca1cu1ations

using

torsions can be ne-

the structura1

data derived

by H. Oberhammer and B. Haas (3) from E1ectron Diffraction studies he1ped to determine the 1imits of the possib1e potentia1
The measured

functions

describing

1ine frequencies

the 0-0 torsion.

bave been used to fit the

parameters entering tbe mode1 hsmi1tonian.
The use of spectra at various reso1utions wi11 be dis-

cussed.
* I am indebted

to Drs. Wunsch

tbeir assistance

and Keens of BRUXER for

with the recording

of HR Spectra.

1) J. Koput: Paper H13, X Co11. on High Res. Mo1 Spect.
Dijon,

1987.

2) J. Koput: J. Mo1. Spectrosc.

112 (1986), 438

3) B. Haas & H. Oberhammer: J. Am. Chem. Soc. 106(1984)6146

_ 100PTh12 Towards
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ldenti1ication
01 Propargylene.Ab
on Its Vibrational
Spectru8

Calculations

-1

Initio

band at about 1600 cm
and which has not yet been observed.
In any c.se our Ipectru8
represents
a considerable

P. fårsky, Y. !pirko
The J. Heyrovský lnstitute
Electrochemistry,

3,

Dolej~kova

01 Physical

Czechoslovak

and

Chemistry

Acade8Y

01 Sciences,

8, Czechoslovakia

182 23 Prague

in the 8atrix
isolation
experiaents
permits now to isolate
highly
reactive
Dolecules
with unusual bonding.
Mostly the only available
evidence
on the
existence
01 such species,10r
which their
structure
need
be

known

10r

tru8.

Quantum

use1ul

here

sure,

is

chemical

5ince

ab

they

between

the

help1ul

in

measured

initio

way.

experimental

specare

theoretical

very

spectra

or

Agreement

and

in1ra-red

calculations

provide

independent

completely

their

theoretical

in

a

disagreement

spectra

is

very

or rejecting
the assumed structure.
Propargylene
is
a typical
case,
though the assignment
turned Dore dif1icult
than is usual.
As the UMP2/6-31G**
accepting

potential

sur1ace

nonrigid.

Two 8inima
10und on the UMP2/6~31G** sur1ace
H"C-CS:C-H
to quasiliDear
structures
and
H, which are separated
by a barrier
01 about 1

correspond
H-C~C-C/

problem,
large

amplitude

second-order

the

molecule

The other

is

along

which Nas
theory to obtain

the

large

was treated
spectrum

experi.ental

ment concerns

mode

CC stretch,

perturbation

of the modes
The theoretical
Nith

coordinate.

antisymmetric

potential

the

considerably

corresponding
to the C2 structure
H~"C~'C~H.
an "adiabatic"
tNo-dimensional
model 10r this
selecting
the antisymmetric
CCH bend as the

kcal/mol

We assumed

the

suggests,

the

amplitude

assumed

wa5

treated
by the
In effective

coordinate.

The

rest

harmonic approximation.
in a qualitative
agreement

using

was

spectrum
CC stretch

(1].

The only

10r which

with

relPect

to

the

reported

harmonic

01 propargylene
[2]
and shows a practical
ap01 the theory 01 high resolution
spectroscopy
problems
met nowad.ys in the chemical
labora-

tory.

Progress

not

progress

treatment
plication
to topical

we predict

disagree-

a Neak

(1)

G. Maier,

unpublished

[2) D. J. hFrees,
1986.

results.

A. D. McLean:

Astrophys.

J. ill,

L31

-
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The 8igh Resolution v2 and v4 FT1R Bands of S03
R. ESCribanO~ J. Ortigoso1, A.G. Maki2 and wm.B. 01son2
11nstituto de Estructura de la Materia, CS1C, Serrano
119, 28006 Madrid, Spain.
2
Molecular Spectroscopy Division, National Bureau of
Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899, USA.
The infrared spectrum of S03 has been recorded
between 460 and 578 cm-1 with the BOMEM model DA3.002
Fourier transform spectrometer at the NBS. The sample
pressure was 2.5 torr and the resolution achieved was
-1
~ 0.005 cm
. Calibration was made using N20 and CO2
frequency standards.
This spectral region covers the v2 and v4
fundamental bands, which present a Coriolis perturbation

BtJ:~ = 0.1801!,2 Over 800 lines have been assigned
in the spectrum, which have enabled us to refine the band

with

origin and rotational constants of v2 and v4. A1so
combination differences were found and used to improve
the ground state rotational constants of this molecule.

References
J.L. Duncan, J.Mol.Spectrosc.60,225-238(1976)
2

A. Kaldor, A.G. Maki, A.J. Dorney and 1.M. Mills,
J.Mol. Spectrosc. ~,247-252(1973).
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Initio Ca1cu1ations

-

of the Hyperfine

P8rameters

eqQ for Low-1ying Vibrationa1 Leve1s of 5ma11 M01ecu1es
in their Ground and Excited E1ectron1c 5tates

a

J.

Vojtik

, 1. Paidarová

Z.

Prochåzkab,

a"

, V.

L. ~espivaa

aJ. Heyrovsk~

a

~pirko

and

J.

, M.

Petrås

,

Fiserb

Institute of Physica1 Chemistry

E1ectrochemistry,

b

and

182 23 prague 8, Czechos10vak1a

b
Departme~t

of Physica1 Chemistry,

Char1ss

University,

128 40 Prague 2, Czechos10vakia
E1ectric
ca1cu1ated

1

and

8,

quadrup01e

+

~u states of H2'

the o~

interaction

constants

for 10w-1ying vibrationa1

eqQ are

1eve1s in the x1~+

1...+
1_
the X ~ and A ù

9
states of LiH,

state of LiH+, and x3~- state of NH.

The necessary

potentia1 energy curves and first-oder

density

matr1ces are obta1ned by use of the MR5D-CI

program

package1-3,

grad1ent

the eva1uat1on

of the e1ectr1c

1ntegra1s over the Gauss1an

orb1ta1s

3

on the general express10ns of Chandra and 8uenker
the rov1br8t1on81
f1e1d gr8d1ent
Numerov-Co01ey

4

e1genfunct10ns,

f1e1d

1s based
. and,

over wh1ch the electr1c

tensor 18 averaged, are ca1cu18ted

by the

techn1que. The resu1ts seem to 1nd1cate

that the present a pr1or1 approach
ab1e eqQ parameters

can y1eld qu1te re11-

prov1ded that (1) 1arge and balanced

bas1s sets are used, (11) 1arge-sca1e conf1gurat10n 1nteract10n 1s performed, and (111) mult1reference conf1gurat1on8 are 1nc1uded.
1R.J.Buenker

and 5.D.Peyer1mhoff,

(Ber1.) 35 (1974) 33.
2
R.J.Buenker, 5.D.Peyer1mhoff
Phya. 35 (1976) 771

Theoret.Ch1m.

and W.But8cher.

Acta

Ho1.

3

P.~.

Bruna,

Phys. Lett.
4
P. Chandra
358.
5~.W.

Coo1ey,
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5.D. Peyer1mhoff
72 (19BO) 278

and R.~.

and R.~.

~.

Math.

Buenker,

Buenker,

Chem. Phys.

Comp. 15 (1961)

363.

Chem.

79 (1983)

~15 The

~l~
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Effect of the V1brat10nal-Rotet10nel Interact10ns on the
Sp11tt1nqs

1n the Fundamental

V1brat10nal

States of

fav Molecules

K.Sarka
Faculty of Pharmacy,

COmen1U8

Un1vers1ty,

83232 Bret1s1ava

D.Papouiek
The J.Heyrovekÿ
Electrochem1stry,

Inst1tute

of Phye1cal

Czech0610vak

Acedemy

The mixed perturbat10n-var1ational
var1at10nal

treatment

to show on the dom1nent

role of the

act10n on the magnitude

of the

of var10us
1nter8ctions

Ä1-A2

and

of Sc1ences.

treatment

of the effects

t -type and 60me other h1gher-order

molecules.

Chem16try

x-y

and a pure
Cor1011s,
ere used

Cor1011s

sp11tt1ngs

Prague

1n

1nterC3v

. 106

PTh16
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D10de Laser Spectr08COPY of the A1~

~

1

·

and

D.PapOU5ek,
Abte11ung

V4.

1

Sp11tt1ngs 1n the

V1brat10na1 St8tes of

PH3

H.B1rk, U.Magg, and H.Jones

für Phys1ka11sch8

Chem1e,

Un1vers1tãt

U1m, D-7900

U1m, Federa1 Repub11c Germany

Us1ng the d10de 1aser spectroscopy
11m1ted reso1ut10n,
the

Y2

A1-A2

7

-

and

Y4

sp11tt1ngs

v1brat10na1-rotat1ona1
have been reso1ved

15) 1eve1s 1n the ~2

Y4

w1th Dopp1er

174 spectrum 11nes have been measured
bands of

for the

band and for the

2 - 11). +t.. K'. 4 (J'. 4 - 14), and

1eve1s 1n the

techn1que

of

PH3. The

K'.3

(J'.

-l, K'. 2 (J'.

+t, K'. 7 (J'" 9 - 17)

band.

The effect of the var10us v1brat10na1-rotat10na1 1nteract10ns on the

A1-A2 sp11tt1ng&

the1r parameters.

has been d18cussed

It ha8 been shown that the

interact10n between the v2 · 1 and v4 " 1
states enhances the A1&p11tt1ng 1n the
of the v4 " 1 state a8 well a8 1n the
1eve18.

kt .

x-y

by f1tt1ng
Cor10116

v1brat1onal

kt .
+4

+1 1evels

and

kt .

.7

...

-
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PTh17 Broadening and Intensity Coefficients at different Temperatures
for the 2200 cm-1 band of CH3D.
C.B. Suúez 1,C.ChackerianJr. ,and F.P.J. Valero
NASA-AmeaResearchCenter,MS245-6,MoffettField,Ca. 94035,USA.
The 112rovibrationù band of CHsD, which is observed in the outer
planets i.simportant for understanding the formation of our 50lar &ystem
as well as determining the D to H ratio important in cosmological theoriea.
At room temperature the Q-branch of thi.s band is complicated
enough 50that even Doppler limited resolution is not sufficient to provide
a definitive analysis of the intensities. To circumvent this problem we
have made intensity measurements at temperatures down to 80 K with
unapodized inatrumentù resolution of about 0.0045 cm-1. The resulting
rotation1eas transition moment obtained from the Q-branch is compared
to that obtained from the P- and R-branchea and the possibility of a
globù interaction with the nearby 2116band is discussed.
In addition, we have determined the low temperature broadening
parameters for CHsD at temperaturea and with collisions partners of
intereat for planetary astronomy.
1 USA National Reaearch Council Senior Research Associate ( on
leave from University of La Plata and CONICET, Argentina )
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Intensity and Broadening Study in the 5 p. region of PH3
c. B. Suárez 1 , C. Chaderian ,Jr. and F. P. J. Valero
NASA-Ámes Research Ccnter, MS 245-6, Mofl'ett Fie\d, Ca. 94035, USA
PHs abaorbs in the 5 and 8 p.-m window regions oCJupiter atmosphere. At 5 p.-m the PHs and CHsD spectra coincide, and in order to
obtain accurate co\umn densities Cor PHs and CHsD, abso\ute intensities
and \ine broadening parameters need 10 be determined Cor both species.
For Phosphine, in the 2000-2500 cm-1 region the "10 IIs, 2112,2114,
and 112+ 114bands over\ap, and 10gether with strong Corio\is interactions
and Fermi resonance make the study difñcu\t.
In an attempt 10 unrave\ the PHs spectrum and 10 separate the
CHsD and PHs \ines in Jupiter's spectrum, high reso\ution spectra of
PHs at '\-arious temperatures (from room temperature 10 down to 80 K )
and pressures have becn obtained using a Fourier Transform Spectrometer. The \ow temperatures e\iminates high J lines from the spectra, thus
simplifying them, as wel1 as providing spectra which imitate actual p\anetary conditions. The high reso\ution avai\ab\e wi1\ aid in a more comp\ete
quantum assignment which at this time is in progress.
A nonlinear \east-squares technique is applied 10 the bands 10 obtain lineshape parametcrs (position, intensity and broad~g).
1 USA Nationa\ Research Counci1 Senior Research Associate (On \eave
Crom Universit)' or La Plata and CONICET, Argcntina).
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Heasurement of PreSBUre Broaden1nq Coeff1c1ents
of Ozone Infrared Trans1t10n8
Temperature

Hark

over the

Ranqe 200-300

S. Spencer

Nat10na1 Aeronaut1cs
Ames Re8earch

and Space Adm1n1strat10n

Center, Høffett

F1e1d, Ca11f.

The measurementof the pressure broadenlngcoefflclent of ozone Is
necessaryfor determlnat10nof ozoneconcentrat1onstn the stratosphere. Stnce
temperaturestn the stratosphererangefrom 150 to 300 K one must know the
dependence
of the broadenlngcoefflctents ontemperaturetn orderfor thesevalues
to be of use for measurtngstratosphertc ozone concentrations. We report
measurementsof the pressurebroadentngcoefflctents of selected rovlbrat1onal
transttions of ozoneof thevl (1100cm-1) andv 3 (1042cm-1) bandsby nttrogen,
oxygenand ozonettse1f--al1 as a func.ttonof temperature. Coefftctents are
measuredfor representativelower quantumstates In the P andR branches. The
temperaturedependence
Is expressedas betngproporttonalto the n'th power of T
wheren ts the experlmental1ydetermtnedpowerdependence
andts tn the vtctntty
of -0.75. Ftnal1y,we compareour values of n wlth theorettcal calculattons by
Gamacheand Davteswhtch use the QuantumFourter transform wlth tmproved
dynamtcs(OFT
-10) techntque.

\
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ON ~HE GENERAL THEORY OF SENSITIVITY

OF MICROWAVE

SPECTROMETERS
L.I.Gerstein.

V.L.Vaks

Institute

o! Applied

Physics.

the USSR.

46 Uljanov

Str.. 603600 Gorky. USSR

Intense
promoted

development

o! microwave

by the creation

stationary
neral

e!!ects

the signal

o! Sciences

spectroscopy

o! spectrometers

stimulates

theory !or microwave

paper 1s devoted

Academy

o!

methods

based on non-

the !ormatio~

spectrometers.

o! the ge-

The present

to the theory o! a unique mechanism o!

formation

!rom the absorption

11ne 1rrespec-

tive of the r~cept1on character: thermal (aooustic) or
electromagnetic.
Phys1cal and technical limitations of
the approximated

theoretical

types of microwave
cal limitat10ns
technical
microwave
enables

mechanism

of occurrence

spectrometers

one to evaluate

spectrometers
trometer

are associated

spectrometers
an opt1mum

approx1mating

types o!

This analys1s
o!.the developed

the cho1ce of an opt1mum spec-

sens1tiv1ty

problem.

In sp1te o! the

11mit !or all microwave

with an electromagnet1c

spectrometer

w1th parasitic sig-

the prospects

!or solving a spec1!1c

same theoretical

source. whereas

in various

1s analyzed.

and prov1de

Physi-

of gas molecules

field in the radiat10n

11mitations

!or var10us

are considered.

are due to the action

on the resonance
nals. whose

sensitivity

spectrometers

recept10n

chanDel,

dev1ce from the viewpoint

the theoretical

sensitivity

o!

limit. the

Doppler resolution power and the design simplicity is
rea11zed in a class of spectrometers based on nonstationary erfects. The design
lysed in deta11.

of these spectrometers

is ana-

-
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OH C01MmGENCE OP RATIONAL SERIES WHENTREATING
SPECTRA OF QUAHTUM
SYSTEMS
A.V.Burenin
Institute
o~ App1ied
the USSR, 46 Uljanov

Physics,
Academy o~ Sciences
Str.,
603600 Gorky, USSR

o~

The prob1em o~ representation
o~ the eigenva1ues
o~
the stationary
Hami1tonian
operator
given in finitedimensiona1
spece in the form of a series
o~ rationa1
approximånts
in parameters
of the quantum system is
conaidered.
The importance
of this prob1em is due to
wide app1ication
of rationa1
approximant
aeries
to 801-

ving prob1ems

on spectra

of

stationary

quantum

ayatems

by the perturbation
theory methods,
e.g.,
when treating
vibration-rotationa1
spectra
of m01ecu1es.
It is shown in this paper that for a wide c1ass oí
prob1ems on the eigenva1ues
of the stationary
Hami1tonian operator
in ~inite-dimenaiona1
apace,
the so1ution can be represented
aa a converging
series
of rationa1 approximants
in the perturbation
parameters
o~ the
801ution
for the considered
prob1em in a zero approximation.
It ia esaentia1
that this representation
is
va1id irrespective
of the perturbation
atrength.
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REDUCTIONOF THE RATIONAL FORMOF THE EFFECTIVE
ROTATIONALHAMILTONIANOF AN ARBITRARY-TYPEMOLECULE
A.V.Buren1n
Inst1tute
of App11ed Phys1cs,
Acsdemy of Sciences
the USSR, 46 Uljanov Str.,
603600 Gorky, USSR
The effective

Hamiltoniana

used for

the

of

treatment

of molecular
spectra
ahould be reduced for unambiguoua
determination
of phenomenological
parametera
from experimenta1
data. This prob1em as app1ied to the rationa1 form of the effective
rotationa1
Hami1tonian
of
the

mo1ecu1e,

pera.

has

been conaidered

But on1y one of them

(1)

in a number of pa-

ana1ysed "unitary

guity"
of the rational
form for an aaymmetric
mo1ecu1e in a nondegenerate
vibrationa1
state.
shou1d be stressed
that the initis1
nonreduced
the

effective

Hami1tonian

1n the operators
ries
of unitary

in

(1) is

ambi-

top-type
It
form of

nonpo1ynomia1

only

J2, Jz. It bas been shown that a setransformations
reduced th1s form to

a tridiagona1
(in representation
of J2, Jz) matrix.
Th1s paper presents
a solution
of the prob1em on e1imination
of the "un1tary
ambiguity"
of the rationa1
form of the effective
rotationa1
Hami1tonian
of an arb1trary-t)~
vibrationa1
tiona1
cluding

non1inear
mo1ecu1e in the nondegenerate
state.
The initia1
nonreduced
form ia re-

in the operatora
of a11 dynamica1
the operatora
J;!:

.

variab1ea

in-

1. V.G.Tyuterev, A.V.Burenin, V.I.Pereve1ov, V.I.Sterikov. - Izv. VUZov,Fizika, ~, N 8, 32-36 (1985).
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SPECTRA

P.Pracna

Institute

of Physical

ElectrochelT,istry,
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VIBRATION-ROTATION

s. Urban,

J. Heyrovský

Extremely

113

Czechoslovõlt
prague

80,

Ar.r.ONIA

Chemi~try

Acad~my

and

of Sciences

Czechoslovakia

we~1t intens!ties

rotational-vibrational

OF

of the

transitions

to

Ak.~2
the

forbidden

V4 vibrational

state of 14NH3 were
determined
from
high-resolutiQn
Fourier-transform spectra. These measurements were enabled
by the use of
multireflex
was

a very long optical pathlength of 192 m in a
absorption cell. The

calibrateè by

ó"lowed
natural
from

absolute
intensity

intensity scale
measurements

of

transitions in the Y4 band of 15NH3
(present in
abundance>
whos~ absolute
intensities are Itnown

las~r-diode

effect

simultaneous

of

d!stortion

finile

ln this cðlibration
th~
spectroscopy.
resolut!on
which
! nt roduces.
spectral

of l!ne~hapes

and intens!ti~s

wós talten into

account.

Obta!ned
~
~
,.

I

analy=ed

in

th;rè-order

!ntensities
terms

of the

of standard

theory

of

the

l:J.
k=:t2

spectroscopic

transformed

t rans

it i ons

constants.

dipole

opelator of CJv mQlecules as well as of molecules
s!gnificant !nvers!onal spl!tt!ngs was used.

were

Th~

moment
witn

ANHARMONIC

P.
'The

J.
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]nstitute
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Kraem~r2
Chemistry

Academy

of

and

Sciences

Czechoslovakia
of

Astrophysics.

D-e046

Garching

Germany

A

theory

electric

is

dimensional
fitting
precise

rationalize

the
ab

predict

determination

mam~nt
developed.

dipc'le
tO

used to

allowing

dipole

molecule

and

V. Spirko', W.P.

Yiax-Planck-]nstitute

West

-
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Electrochemistry,
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function

moment

initio
yet

étuailable

(SCF

this

function

of

intEnsity
CI)

"unobserued"
spectroscopic

the

ofaXY3

Using

experimental

of

datët.

complete
qu~siplanar

theory.

~

NH3

is

õnò

laser-Stðrk

The

fitted

transition
constëtnt6.

full-

by

òetermined

èata

funC"tiofl
moments

anò

is
to

_

r
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Hll1h-Resolutlon Exoerlments m1h

Butane

W. HUttne'r.G. Gallsler,W. Majer. R. Tammer.

H. Kllltle.

E. Klefner. J. Kretllchmer. and B. RelBenauer
Unlversltit

I
I

Ulm.

Abtel1ung

Chemlllche

Physl1t. FRG

~

n-butane.
showlng

CHaCHz-CHzCHa.

tranll-gauche

most

Important

from

thls molecule.

and enthalpy

115the slmplest

Isomerlsm.

model

polymer.

The

dlfference

the structure
and -sollds.

Experlmentallnformatlon

the two

conformers

worlt (Bradford
values. 4Hllq.

rather

and dynamlcs

about

resulted

from

needed

of polymer-

the n-butane

molecular

structures

of

electron dlffractlon

et. al. (1977)). and two

= (2.37*0.06)and

barrler

parameters

IImlted. Rough

of the

115derlved

potentlal

are prlmary

for understandlng

Ia. however.

chaln member

polyethylene,

trans-gauche
4H

melts. -solutlons.

system

The

hydrocarbon

wldely

4H8"

dlfferlng

= (3.72*0.t2)ItJ

Mol-l,

have been determlneduslng Raman scatterlngInthe two
aggregatlonal

states

(Klnt

et. aJ. (1980)

and

Compton

et. al.

U98011.
We report here on the dlode laser and mm

wave spectra.

as well as on the electrlc and magnetlc blrefrlngence In
the gas phase. The work alms at the structures. transgauche enthalpy dlfference. and some electrodynamlc tensor
propertles of the two n-butane rotamers. Advantages
shortcomlngs of the varlous methods

L

are dlscussed.

and

LF2
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The SJ!ectrum ot -rhe CCHKolecule.
P".'R. "B\m1cer.1 Per Jen8en.2
lBerzberg

of Astropbyslc8.

In8tltute

Canada.

Ottava.

2Pbyslca1

W.P. ltraemer3

Natlona1

Researcb

COUDcl1 of

Ontar1o nA 0R6. Canada

CheD1stry Inst1tute.

Buff-il1ng

and B.O. 1008"

JU8tus-Lleblg

58. >>-6300 Glessen.

3Max-Planck-Instltute

Un1verslty.

Be1nr1ch-

West Germany

for Astropbyslcs.

1>-8046 Garchlng.

West

Germany
"Department

of Theoretlcal

Cbem18try.

Cbem1ca1 Center.

Un1vers1ty

of

Lund. S-22100 Lund. Sveden.
We bsve performed ab lnltlo

ca1culatloD8

of tbe potent1al

of the X2J: and Ã2n 8tates

of CCHualng

the CASSCFmethod.

facea

ground state
state

18 l1near

of tb1s 1!enner 8tate
The Ã and i potentlal
and the CC bond length
value.

bave thelr
curves

bendlng

potentlal.

The Ã-

conflgurat1on.

crOS8 wben tbe molecule

18 kept l10ear

frOlD tbe ground 8tate

18 bent

The

and both cOClponent8

m1n11118at tbe l1near

8tretched

When tbe molecule

and the X-8tate
polnt.

v1th a very flat

18 only about 3500 cm-1 above the X-8tate

sur-

equ1l1br1um

tbe A' cOlDponent of the Ã-state

curve bave a con1cal

Th18 cOlllb1oatlon of a conlca1

lnter8ectlon
lntersectlon

at th1s cross1og
and the Renner

effect meaos tbst all tbree states
(tbe A' and A- cOIIIponents of tbe
Ã-øtate,
and the X-8tate) bave to be treated
s1multaneous1y 112
attempt1ng

to calculate

tb8 rotatlon

v1brat1on

energ1e8.

We hope to

report our progre88 112th1s cOlDpl1ceted calculatlon
vhlch 18 a1med
at lnterpretlog
tbe 8pectrum of CCH 112tbe 3000 to 6000 cm-1
reglon.
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One- and Two-Photon Spectrum of (SF6)2 between
930 and 965 cm-1 1nclud1ng Internal Rotat1on
H.-H. R1tze
Central Inst1tute

of Opt1cs and Spectroscopy,

Academy

of Sc1ences

Rudower

Chaussee 6, Ber11n,

German D~mocrat1c
The 1nfluence

of the GDR,
1199,

Repub11c
of the d1pole-d1pole

ween the two SF6-parts

1nteract1on

bet-

on the vibrat1on-rotat1on

spectrum of (SF6)2 1n the 10;um region 1s stud1ed
theoret1cally. The narrow rotat1onal fine structure
due to the end over end rotation of the dimer is not
considered whereas the rotat1on of each SF6-constituent 1s taken into account. In the case of low rotat1onal temperature

where the average

rotat1onal

frequency

is small compared w1th the dipole-d1pole sp11tt1ng the
rotat1on of the constituents 1s not "free" in excited
vibrat10nal
structure

states - as a consequence

of the v1brat1onal

the rotational

transit10ns

in (SF6)2

differs from that of the SF6-monomer in a characterist1c manner. Further it is found that the internal
rotation of (SF6)2 reduces the influence of the octahedral anharmonicity splitting in the two-photon
spectrum.
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FIiEE JEr DIOOELASER~]~~IIPY
HIm F IR REITIrn
Y.Ohshima.2

Y.Hatsumolo.1

I The Insli lule
351-01.

(F' VANDfR VAALSCD4PI
.F.XF!::JtUlt;

H Takami,1 K.KuchilsJ

of Physical

and

Chemica1

Research.

\iako.

2 Deparlmenl
of Chemislry.
Facully
Tokyo. Bunkyo-ku. Tokyo 113. Japan
High

resolulion

of

IR absorplion

Science.

speclra

The Universily

of

van

canplexes
vere sludied
in lhe middle IR region (600
The canplexes vere formed in a pulsed jel vilh 200 ps
baclcing pressure

of up lo 5 alm. Frequency

used to observe

IR absorplion

crossed

the

increase

IR absorption.

jet

up

Vell resolved

to

in

15

the

limes

ro-vibrational

and

had

very canplicaled

(CzI\!)2 vas assigned
in

each

vas determined
rotation

of

lo

rotational
line

be

a

IIOnomeric 113band region(1450
IU1alysis
nonlinear
vibralions
linevidth.

jel.

The

laser

beam

have

been

optics

lo

observed

canplexes.

vere observed
several

struclure.

in

associaled
in the range

different

vith

The BF3 canplexes

band of

struclure

band. the structure
geanetry

bands

A pårallel

Fran a triplet

of this

T-shaped

Czlt subunits.1

vere

mulli-rerleclion

contained

and analyzed.

ro-vibrational

lasers

of Cz~

the IIOnomeric bending 1.'5 vibralion.
The spectra

cm-1).
duralion
al

BF3' X (X = Ne. Ar. Kr). C6J\;. X

(X = Ar. Kr). and (OO~2. The spectra
of 730 to 7E5 cm-I.

Vaals

- 2000

diode

free
by

der

of

tunable

spectra

(N:zO)2. Czl\!' Ar. (CzJtd2. (Czl\!h.
vith

Sai laI8a

Japan

observed
of (CzI\!)2

geared

inlernal

vere observed

cm-I ) and analyzed.

in the

This is the firsl

of the hi&-" !'e5t'l\!tion IR !:pectra of C':)IDpley.e$fcrmed by
IIOlecules.
Ro-vibrational
lines in the IIOnomeric bending
of

(<ì.!~ )2

indicating

and q, J\J . X shoved narrov

a veak coupling

betveen

the

(Doppler-limi
van

der

ted)
Vaals

modes and monomeric bending modes.

IY.Ohshima. Y.Hatsumolo. H.Takami, and K.Kuchitsu. Chem. PhyS. Letl.
in press.
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HIGHRESOlJJTI0N
Valerie
Jet

LanC,

Propulsion

chlorine

catalyt1c

Oak

monoxide
bf

destruct10n

.ttempts.

ln

order

aeasurements,

the

obta1ned

at

0.005

ln

a

absorpt1on

CIO

plays

the

of

uv reglon.

uv

w1th

The

the

the CI0

cø-1

cross

Approx1mately
spectra
The

typ1cal

sect10ns
Cl atoms

830

s1gn1f1cant

role

1n

length

for

obta1ned

1ndiv1dual

by

CIO w1th

11nes were

rad1cals

conta1ns
15

multi-channel

the A2D1-X2D1

CIO were

1nfrared

character1zed.

short-l1ved

wh1ch

by observing

and by tltratlng

of 1ts

observat1onal

stratospher1c

be well

The

path

optical

numerous

from

reactor

1nfrared
an

of

the

X2D3/2 and X2D1/2- X2D1/2
(1-0)
35C1160 and 37Cl160 have been

-

of

resolutlon.

chem1cal

FI'IR spectra,

excess

a

of CIO must

bancls

apodlzed

concentratlon

Technology

91109

subject

concentrat1ons

spectroscopy

d1scharge-flow

cell.

acqu1s1t1on

cm3.

been

vlbrat1onal-rotat1onal

produced

of OCIO

CIO,

of

CA

1n the Earth's stratosphere. Because

has

deduce

Institute

Pasadena

spectra of the complete X2D3/2

FI'IR
fundamental

monitor

to

CIO

1nfrared

Drive,

rad1cal,
ozone

.tlllospher1c 1mportance.

Californ1a

Grove

CLO RADICAL

Sanderand Randy Friedl

Stan1ey

Laboratory.

4800

The

FI'IR SPECTROSCOPYof the

42

a

meters.

analyzer
electronlc

t1trat1ng

are

Wh1te-type
During
1s used
band

a known

to

1n the
amount

NO.

measured

from

CIO

1nfrared

w1th the CIO concentrat1on betWeen 1 X 1013 and 6 X 1013 molecules/
11nes

were

then

averaged

and

flt

to a funct10n

of m

(where

m

= O.-J

or J+1 for the Q,P and R branches respect1vely) to obta1n the band strength, Sv

and the flrst Herman-Vall15coeff1c1ent,o. The total Sv for the tWo main
1sotopomerswas 13.11~ 1 cm-2 atm-1wh11e 0 was 0.00412t .00062.
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SELECTIVEFOURIER
TRANSFORM
SPECTROSCOPV
OFRADICAlS

M.Elhanlne,R.FarrenqiI\d G Guelamvl11

Laboratolred'ln1rarouge,AssOCléau C.N.R.S.,
Bat :550,ltIlverslté Përls-XI
91405orsay-Cedex,France.
'
Recognlzlngthe transltlons rrom unst2b1especles In a spectrun Is
orten dlff1cult becausetheyare most \1kely locatedamongthe strong ana
mrnerous11nesoueto the stable moleculeswherethey orlglnatefrom.
Fortmately, not as the stable parent molecules, the radlcals orten are
ParïJTlag\l!tlC. Maklng use 01 thls property may consequently be a very
convenlent wt1l for an easy Oetectlon of the unstable molecules Of the source
under study. PurpoSedly,we have recently lleveloppedsource moOulat1on
tecmlQUe where essentlal1y the mag\l!tlC fleld app\1ed to the 500rce Is
modulated. (1,2).
Thl5 paper reports a new type of modulatlon whlch recpJlres only the
use of a constant magnetlc fleld. Thl5 overcomes flrst the dlfflCU1tyof
gettlng hlgh freQUenC)'
magnetlc modulatlon. It has a150tM adVantagenot to
Induceconcentratlon mOÔJlatlonIn the plasma a5 thls orten occurs when the
magnetlc fleld varles. On the other hand, the method would have Þeen
helpless In the recent detectlon In a FOlrler spectrum of the anlon SIf"cn
Indeedthls lon has a II electronlc fundamental state, and thereforeno
permanent magnetlc moment.
The new methOd15descrlbed and 1I1ustratlons of Its effectlveness 15
glven when used wlth Fourler transfonn and dlode laser spectrometers.
(J) G. Gue1actw1l1, J. Opt. soc. Am. B, J, 1718-1721, ( 1986).
(2) M.Elhanlne, R. Farrenq and G. 6uelachvl11, B 5.9, In -RecentASpectsof
Fou1er Transform Spectroscopy"; EOltors: G. Guelachvll1. R Kellner. G. ZerÞl;
Spr1nger-Verlag. New-York. Vlema; (1988).
cn M. Elhanlne.R. FarrenQ G. GuelachVlI1, M. Morl11on Chapey. J. MOI.
Spectrosc.. to Þe pl.Cl1shed
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